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A COMPARISON OF THE CHRISTIAN OOC'.L'RINJ: OF 
SIN WITH THAT OF THE THREE RELIGIONS OF CHINA 
Introduction 
The doctrine of ein is of prime importance in the Ohrie-
tian religion; for, in oraer to unneretann, appreciate and 
' 
accept the teachings of Christianity, it is necessary to know 
what sin really is. A person muet be convincect that he de-
serves nothing else than eternal conctemnation because of hie 
sins. It is this very conviction which a Christian missionary 
seeks to implant in the hearts of the heathen so that they 
recogn1ze their neect of a Savior anct turn to Jesus in true 
faith, believing that He alone has saved them from their sine. 
However, in bringing the hea then to a knowlenge of their sina, 
undoubtenly it would be expedient for the missionary to know 
what the heathen think of ein, or at least what their reli-
gions teach. Therefore, since the author, God willing, will 
sail to--China this fall ae a missionary of our Missouri Synod, 
it was deemed advisable that he make a study of the ooctrine 
or s i n as founn among the Chinese people and compa re it with 
tha t of the Christians. 
The purpoBe in writing this theBie, however, is not to 
produce a lengthy dissertation on the Christian concept of 
Bin; thie has been done by many excellent Christian theolo-
gians. In the next few pages we shall simply reproauce the 
teachings o! Dr. Franz Pieper1 and Dr. J. T. Muellerc on this 
subject. Hence, very few proof paBsages or proofs of any 
kind are offerea. It is our deBire merely to review the chief 
points of the Christian concept of Bin in oraer to prepare the 
reader for a more intelligent consideration of the topic. 
"Whosoever committeth sin tranegreeeeth the Law: for Bin 
1e the transgression of the Law," 1 Jo,hn 3:4. The Revised 
Version translates: "Every one that doeth Bin doeth also 
lawlessness: ana sin ie lawlessness." E"tymologically oon-
e1aered, "lawlessness" (anemia) is a negative concept expreee-
ing a lack of conformity to the divine Law (carent1a conrorm1-
tat1B cum lege). Melanchthon has eaia that it is a contusion 
of the divine order.> However, "lawlessneBs" is also usea in 
a positive sense as con"tempt of the Law, oppQlition to the Law, 
de! 1ance of the Law. 'l'he verbs usea w1 th anom1a show that it 
means some positive evil: "Uoeth also lawlessness;• Christ says 
in Matthew 7:2j, "Ye that work iniquity lawlessness. " Sin 
there!'ore is man's lack of agreement with the aivine Law 
(nomoe given as norm to men, whether this non-agreement 
1. Dr. Franz Pieper, Uhristian Dogma.tics, Vol. I, 
PP· 3c0-3~3· 
~. ur. J. T. Mueller, Christian Dogmatics, pp. 210-2)5. 
3-! Phillip Melanohthon, 11 Melanchthon on the Nature of 
Sin," Theologidal Essays, p. 1~7. 
3 
pert a.ins to hie condition ( eta tue, ha.bi tue) or to his ine11 vi d-
ual internal or external actions (actionee 1nternae et externae) 
Since sin is "lawlessness" it is necessary to recognize 
and know the standard., the nnomos", the transgression of 
which constitutes "lawleesness. 11 The Formula of Ooncor<1 gives 
this Scriptural definition: "The Law is properly a divine 
a.octrine, in which the righteous, immutable will of Goa. is 
revealed., what ia to be the quality of man in hie nature, 
thoughts, words, and. works, in order that he may be pleasing 
and. acceptable to Goct. 11 4 Therefore only God's will addressed 
to men constitutes Law for them, and. only that is divine 
Law for all men which is taught in Scripture as binding on 
all. Not even the Ten Commandments in the Old Testament 
form are binding; they constitute Law for all men only as 
they are interpreted in the ffew Testament. There are certain 
other laws which Scripture applies for only a time and to 
certain people. Not even the mandata epecialia dare be made 
to refer to all men, e.g., Abraham's sacrifice of Isaac. 
The only Law which is binding on all men is the divine moral 
Law, authoritative in its every content. Conformity to this 
Law demands from all men at all times (1) purity o! human 
nature, ana. (2) purity of all internal anct external acts, 
1. e., thoughts, word.a, and works. If it be a.eked., "How can 
the divine Law be known?", we must say that after the Fall 
man of himself can no longer ascertain the divine Law with 
certainty, even though hie conscience functions. For, 
4-. ttrhe Formula of Concord, 11 Concordia. Triglotta p.957,17. 
although ma.n's conscience has a revealing and demanding 
function as well as a judging and condemning function, 
there ie such a thing as a conecientia erronea, 1. e., 
fallen man regards certain things ae permittea, yea, even 
commanded, which God nevertheless has forbidden, and he 
re gards ae forbidden what God has permitted. The only 
inerrant norm is Scrtpture . (Matt. · 5!1S,19), not man's 
conscience. 
Some very strange things have been said about the cause 
of sin, even placing the sin directly on God Himself. But 
God is in!!.£ way to b e regarded as th~ cause of sin. The 
devil was the · first to sin; he then seduced men and even 
now ie the impelling power in the unbelievers and the Tempter 
of the believers into sin. However, even though the devil 
was the firs t to sin a nd tempted man to sin,· sinning man 
himself must also be regaraed as a cause of sin. 
Whether men like it or not, S~ripture tells us that the 
consequences 01· sin are horrible. Man now ie guilty before 
God, subject to the curse of Goa. Thie curse inflicted 
by God is: Spiritual death, bodily death, et e rnal death, and 
temporal punishments such as war, flooa, famine, etc. 
Thus far only the more gene ral remarks have been made 
concerning the doctrine of sin. The two types or classes 
of sin shall now receive our attention, 1. e., original 
and actual sin. Original sin ie the sin which men do not 
commit, but the one with which they are born since Adam's Fall. 
It embraces two things, (1) hereditary guilt--the guilt of 
the one sin of Actam which Goct imputes to all of Actam'a 
ctesce ndants, anct (2) herectitary corruption. Man is so 
corrupt that the depth of hie h e reditary corruption can 
be learnect only f rom Scripture. True , man still has some 
intelligence in matters of this world, but he is utterly 
incapable of seeing the truth in things pertaining to the 
obtaining of Goct 's grace and salva.tion. The way of the 
Law he regards as the only plausible way to salva.tion, 
but the Gospel ( God. •s way o f salvation), is foolishness 
unto him. Man's will is also corrupte.ct. It is definitely 
opposed. to the Law of God.; nor can it b e otherwise because 
it is estra n g ed. from God.. Man is no longer g uided. by the 
lig ht from God.. Even whe n man desires to do, and actually 
doe s , things ext e rna lly g ood, he c a.nnot do them prompted 
by the love of God. or for God's sake. Thia hereditary 
corruption of man's intellect and. will may be viewed either 
as a defect, which is a lack of concre atea righteousness, 
or as concupiscence, 1. e., a dispoeitive internal incli-
nation to evil (a leaning towa rd., a ha nkering for evil). 
Since man is so rotten as the result of orig inal sin, it 
is no wonder that Jesus declares the hereditary evil con-
dition to be the source of the individual sint ul acts 
(Matthew 15:19). Luther says: "Original sin or nature-
sin or person-sin is the truly essential sin. If this sin 
did not exist, the re woul d be no actual sin e i ther."~ 
5. Luther, quoted in Piepe r, .2.£· cit. p. 340. 
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Actual sin is every act or omission which is anemia, 
1. e., conflicts with the Law of God. We present the 
following grouping of actual sins, keeping in mind that all 
acts against the conscience are to be claesifiea also as sine: 
(1) voluntary ana involuntary sins; (2) sine of omission 
ana commission; (j) sins against Goa, the neighbor, and 
one's self; although all are really sine against Goa; 
( 4) grievous and. lees grievous sine; the most ·heinous sin 
is the deepieal of God and Hie grace; (5) mortal ana venial 
sins; (6) dominant and. non-dominant sine; note: in unbe-
lievers all sins are dominant; (7) ta~ing part in the sins 
of others; (8) crying sine; (9) the sin against the Holy Ghost. 
All sins, both original and actual, merit for the sinner 
eternal damnation. True it is that only unbelief damns; 
but where unbelief reigns, all sins assume their condemnatory 
character. Scripture describes hell in terms or eternal ex-
clusion from God, resulting therefore in the most unbearable 
suffering of body ana soul. However, degrees of torment are 
taught. It must be notea also that there is a ceaseless 
sinning on the part of the damnea. In considering the 
location of hell, one must realize that it is not proper to 
define hell geographically or otherwise; putting this 
positively, Dr. Pieper says: 11 Hell is there, where God 
pours out His endless righteous wrath over the condemned in 
banishing them from Hie faoe. 11 (The contents of this paragraph 
have been glean~d from Vol. II! of Dr. Pieper•a Christian 
uogma~ics, pp. 320-32).) 
RJ J ::LAr·t,· MEMU.f<IAL UH.KA.kl 
CON< :o~OIA Sf''.MlNARY 
~T I .OT ns. Mr, 
In preaching to the Chinese it is necessary for the 
missionary to impress upon their hearts ana minus the true 
concept of ein. To many average Americana II ein11 ie nothing 
more than a mistake or at beet a serious error. Hence, in 
our preaching in the Unitea States, it is necessary to put 
7 
a Christian meaning into _ the wora 11 ein. 11 The same hold.a true 
in China. Many of the Chinese d.o not feel offend.ea if they are 
called. "sinners" or "criminals;" for sin is regaraea merely 
as misconauct, etc. Three common Chinese terms for 11 ein" 
are: tsuijf, o ~J., ana kuo it§_. " '£sui'1 is composed of a net 
ana a wrong. It implies "caught in th~ net of wrong doing ... 6 
"O .. is composed of heart and secona; thus it is a secondary 
or unnatural heart, and means "bad, vicious." "It is sometimes 
wise to take a man's measure before calling him bad or vicious," 
says Soothill.7 "Kuo" consists of a curious formation of a 
wry mouth and. to &Q• It means to'paee, pass through or by; 
cross over; sign of the past or perfect tense; to pass beyond. 
the ordinary or proper limit:' hence it is used as transgres-
sion, error, fault, or to blame. Thus we can see tha~ a 
6. Thie word. also has many other meanings: a crime, 
a wrong a fault, retribution, punishment, suffering, penalty, 
to treat one as a criminal, to give occasion for blame, a 
violation of oraer, a breach of the laws of etiquette, a 
violation of decorum, and to blame. Thie variety of meanings 
has lead J. Dyer Ball in his article 11 Sin (Chinese), 11 in the 
Encyclopedia of Religion~ Ethics, 19cS eai~ion, Vol. XI, 
p. 5j6, to declare that the Chine se cto not have any worct _or 
combina~ion of worcts which aaequa~ely expresses the meaning of 
our wora "sin.•• w. E. Sooth111, in hie book 'l'he Three 
Religions of China, PP• 20S-21~, agrees with Ball. However, 
two of ouriniseionaries to China, the Rev. E. c. Zimmermann 
ana. the Rev. Paul Martens, say tha~ the Chinese terms are very : 
ueeable and. require no more explanation in China than "einM 
a.oee in America. 
7. Soothill, £.E.· cit., p. 210. 
g 
missionary shoulCl. not have much dit'ficulty in ad.opting 
existing terminology to express the Christian concept of sin. 
Throughout the centuries many religions, both native 
anct foreign, have triea to leave their impression on the 
Chinese mino.. Among these are the Ancient Israelites, the 
Chinese Jews, Mohammeaans, Zoroastrians, Shamaniets, Manichaeane. 
Mazdaiete, Manchus, fire worshippers, Nestorians, Catholics, 
ano. Protestants. The effect of these religions on the minds 
of the masses has not be e n very g reat, at leas~ not until 
very recently. But there are three which have moulo.eo. the 
religious thinking of the Chinese: Conrucianie~, Taoism, ana 
BuCl.Cl.hism, commonly known as "The Three Religions of China.• 
It will be our purp ose to compare the doctrine of sin 
as founa in each of these relig ions with that of the Christian 
religion, so that in the final analysis we arrive at the 
functamental difference in the concept or sin between Christi-
anity anct the Three Religions of China. 
In his discussion of the subject, the author feels 
that a historical sketch of each religion would be or grea~ 




Confucius was born in 551 B. C. in what wa.e then the 
feuaal State of Lu, a portion or what is now the province of 
Shan-tung , on the eastern seaboara of Chiha. His family 
migratea to the present province of Honan. Confucius• 
surname was K'ung. "The K'ung cla n was a branch or the ducal 
House or Bung , which itself was descended from the kings 
of the dynasty of Shang, who had rulea from B. c. 17b6-llcj, 
ana who tracea their lineage back to H~ang Ti, the first 
year of whose reign is saia to have been B. c. c.697 • 111 
9 
There are countless K'ungs now living who boast of being 
descenaea from Confucius. Confucius• father, callea 
Shu-liang Hih, is known to us as sustaining an honorable 
position; he is euppoeea to have been also a very brave man. 
In hie old age, he divorced his wife, ana marria a young laay 
of the family of Yen, of whom Confucius was born in B. c. ,51, 
as saia. The father diea when Confucius was three years 
old. The laa developea early the tenaenoies of hie char-
acter. He has left ue a very brief account of his mental grc,,rth, 
saying that at fifteen his mina was set on learning, ana 
that at seventy he coula do whatever his heart promptea, con-
2 
fiaent that it was right. He marriea (at the ag~ of nineteen) 
1. Legge, "Confucius ana the Religion of China,'' 
Religious Systems of the Worla, p. 61. 
c. Ibia., p.-r;c. 
10 
before hie mother's death; he "appears to have lived with 
hie wife happily enough for about fifty years.") There 1e 
not suft'icient eviuence that he divorcea her. conruciue haa 
only one eon, merely an ora1nary, average man, but who 
let't a son superior to himselr, ana. to whom we are ina.eb"tea. 
for the moat comple"te analPhilosophical account of hie grana-
father•e teachings. I"t appears as 1! Conruciue might have 
haa. two daughters also. 
He began teaching in hie native village when he was 
about twenty-two yea rs ola. But he dia no~ teach boys the 
rua.iments or ea.ucation. '!'he young anQ. inquiring spirits 
who resortea to his house were directea to the ancient 
monuments or their nation's history ana literature. At the 
same time Conluc1us unfola.ea. to them the principles of human 
a.uty ana government. It is saia. that hie disciples amountea 
to three thousana during his li!e. 4 They aiways accompaniea 
him wherever he went; they must have been hie means or support 
because he woula. not accept euppor"t or help from a ruler 
whom he disapprovea.. Because 01' the corruption of the 
government Confucius d1a. not hola government positions very 
long. Once, after succeaerully governing a town, he was 
\ 
ra1sea to the Minister of Crime for the whole State. But 
someone eucceea.ea in -alienating the heart or the ruler from 
Confucius. After losing this position he wanaerea (rrom 496 B. C 
j. lb10 • 
4. Ibia..,p. 6). 
for thirteen years with a company or his disciples seeking 
an honest ruler who hao. ears to hear his instruction. 'l'he 
quest was in vain. In 4g3 B. c. Confucius was calleo. back 
to Lu; but he hardly reentereo public life, devoting the 
time to completing hie literary tasks. After five short 
years in Lu, he died (the spring of 47g B. c.). When Con-
fucius died, "he uttereo no prayer, a.no he betrayeo no 
apprehension."~ 
11 
One of the greatest followers of Confucius was Mencius 
(Meng Tzu); he livect 372-2S9 B. c. His teachings were much 
like Confucius•. In fact, not only M~ncius, but practically 
all the disciples of Confucius throughout the a ges have 
adhered closely to their master's teachings. The three 
great schools of commentators in the history of Confucianism 
were 206 B. c.-220 A. D., 960-1278 A. D., and 1644-1912 A. D. 
Among the commentators, Chusiue (Chu-tzu), 1130-1200 A. D., 
is regardect as one of the greatest. He, too, taught much 
as Confucius and Mencius. 
Sacrifices to Confucius were seconct grade till 1907, 
when the late Empress Dowager raised him to the first grade, 
thus ranking him with Shang-ti. Thie was her reply to the 
western deification of Jesus Christ. However, in the 1920•0 
the Republican Government was strongly opposed to many of 
Confucius' political sentiments; hie books are no longer 
taught in the schools; ana. he is regarcted as a "backnumber."6 
5. Ibid., pp. 65f. 
6. Soothill, .2,E• cit., P· 3J· 
11 
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Thus it appears that Legge's prophecy is being fulfilled: 
"After long etucty of his character and opinions, I am unable 
to regara him as a great man. He waa not before hie age, though 
he was above the mass of the officers and scholars of hie time. 
He threw no new light on any of the questions which have a 
world-wide interest. He gave no impulse to religion. He had 
no sympathy with progress. His influence has been wonderful, 
but it will hencefor~h wane. My opinion is, that the faith 
of the nation in him will speedily and extensively pass 
away.»7 Nevertheless, it appears quite probable that hie in-
fluence will be felt, at least to a c~rtain degree, for 
centuries to come. 
Although many sayings and writings are commonly ascribed 
to Confucius, he wrote very little, claiming only the Chun 
Teiu as hie own. But this book has little interest except 
for the three supplements to it by other hancte.S Nor did 
he claim divine origin for himself or for hie teaching.9 
Hiw was the work of editing the Five Classics, thereby~-
10 
producing the teaching of the ancients. Hence, in the 
consideration of our topic the teachings of the ancients and 
of Confucius and. his disciples will be regarded as one, un-
less otherwise indicated.. The Chinese classics which Con-
fucius edited are the Shu King (the Book of History) the 
7. Jamee Legge, Chinese Classics, Vol. I, P• 113. 
S. Legge, "Confucius and the Religion of China", 
Religious Systems of the World, P· 63. 
9. y. c. Yang, China's Religious Herita~e, P• 7~• 
10. J.M. DeGroot, The-Religion £1. ~ C inese, P• 9(). 
13 
Shi King (the Ancient Odee), the Yih King (the Book of Changes 
or Divination), the Li Ki (the Book of Rites), and Chun 
Tsiu (Spring and Autumn Record). Four more books are counted 
among the sacred writings of the Chinese: Ta Hioh (Great 
Learning), Ohung Yung (Doctrine of the Mean), Lun Yu (Analects 
or Sayings of Confucius), anct ..• · the Book of Mencius ) . 
"No theological doctrine of inspiration or supernatural 
authority has ever been evolved concerning these nine or 
ten books. Yet they have been actually the most formative 
single agency in the production and maintenance of the 
Chinese ideal chara.cter. 1111 (Even though these books were 
destroyed by Shih Hunang-ti, the Napoleon of China, about 
200 B. c., Legge believes that we still have what Confucius 
and his disciples gave to their country almost 2,500 years 
1~ 
a go.) These books could therefore be compared with the 
Bible of the Christians--the teachings contained in them 
are as binding on Chinese as are the doctrines of Scripture 
on Christiane. In fact, whatever the sages, those teachers 
of antiquity, have taught, is regarded as binding. 13 
DeGroot points out that "Mencius is the first sage who 
categorically defines heresy as everything which diverges 
from the teachings of Confucius and still more ancient 
sages. 11 lLI- In the worship of' · Confucius, the Emperor must 
11. R. E. Hume, The World'~ L1ving Religions, p. 117. 
12. Legge, Chinese Classics, Vol. I, p. 11. 
lj. Legge, The Religions of China, p. 105. 
14. J. J.M. UeGroot, The Religion of the Chinese, P• <Jl. 
] 
say among other things: "1'hy doctrine ie complete."15 Thus, 
we can easily see that loyalty to the ancestral sages of 
China as expreseect in the Confucian classics ie clearly 
dema.nctect. 
Having established the source of the Confucian doctrines, 
we shall now proceect with the Confucian doctrine of sin. 
The most famous utterance of Confucius on this subject are 
these words: "If a man sin (j;su!] age.inst Heaven, he has 
nowhere left for pra.yer. 1116 In orcter to have a better 
uncterstanding of this state ment, we must know what Confucius 
means by "Heaven. 11 "Heaven" is the te,rm which Confucius 
used for his Goa. He never usea Shang-ti, but always spoke 
of T'ien (Heaven). He quite evidently regarcted Him ae 
something abstract, rather than as a living sentient Being, 
with the physical attributes ot man, thus weakening the 
17 personality of Him. A Chinese priest says that Confucius 
didn't believe in a self-existing Creator at a11. 18 Legge 
agrees with this, although he feels that Confucius regarded 
T'ien as man's Maker and Governor. 19 The Ancients dian•t 
picture even Shang-ti as t he Crea tor or One who demanae sole 
recognition as the one and only god. They felt that a ma.ea 
15. Confucius, quoted in Legge, Chinese Classics, 
Vol. I, p. 92. 
16. Confucius, quotea inc. E. Storrs, Many Creeae, 
One Cross, p. 111. 
~ 17. H. A. Giles, Religions of Ancient China, p. 36. 
1S. Quoteo by E. H. Pa rke r, in Stuaies l!! Chinese Religion, 
p. 215 • 
19. Legge, "Confucius ana the Religion of China", 
Religious Systems of the Worla, p. 71. 
was already in existence and that Shang-ti just formed and 
20 
shaped it; however Shang-ti undoubtedly is an echo of 
monotheism. The present-day Confuc'l.anists also do not be-
lieve in a personal God. A Chinese scholar says: "~e do 
15 
not believe in a personal God . any more." Another scholar 
says: "To us, the T 'ien or Shang-t1 ie a collective [noun?] 
ana etanas for all that is mysterious ana. unexplainea." A 
third Confucian scholar voices pure agnosticism: "We have no 
way of finding out what God is like.ncl But the lowest 
depths are reached by Chu-tzu (11)0-1200 A. D.), one of the 
greatest Confucian commentators, who i~ accused of denying 
the existence of God. 22 Since the T 1 ien of Confucius is 
not hing more than an impersonal Being, we may say with 
Kretzmann that the god of Confucius is practically pantheis-
tic.23 
Although Confucius remained silent as to any personal 
god ( or either had none), yet he "believed in a moral supervi-
sion of earth anct spoke of the commands of heaven as being in-
exorable. 11 cl+ we might well ask how men were to ascertain these 
commands of Heaven. T 1ang said: 11 'fhe great God has conferred 
(even) on the inferior people a moral sense, compliance with 
which would show their nature invariably right. 'l'o make them 
cO • . p. E. Kretz.mann, The God of the Bible and Other 
Gods, p. 101. 
cl. Confucian scholars, quoted in T. r · .. · Lew, . Oh1na. To-
day TQrough Chinese Eyes, p. 71. 
~~. Soothill, .£2.· cit., p. 42. 
cJ. Kretzmann, EE.· cit., p. 103. 
2~. Francis Grant, Oriental Philosophy, P· 125. 
16 
tranquilly pursue the cours~ which it would indicate is the 
c5 work of the sov~reign.» Men needea assistance in the 
use of their normal nature, anCL T'ang felt that it was the 
work of the sovereign to define the · course of duty and assist 
men to keep it. Throughout the history of China the Emperor 
has been regarded as the vicegerent of Heav~n, the Mouthpiece 
of Nature, etc. He was the only channel of communication with 
c6 the Supreme Power or Heaven. 
"To learn the command.a o:t' Heaven, the Emperor turnea to 
the Divinations which were believea to grant him direct crommun-
ioation with the Celestial wishes. The systems of Divinationc7 
25. T'ang, quoted in Legge, The Religions of China, p. 9g. 
cb. E. H. Parker, Studies in Chinese Religion, p. 210. 
cJ. John C. Ferguson, 11 0hina11 , Mythology ot all Races, 
Vol. VIII, pp. 135f, makes these obse rva~ions on divination: 
'l'he divinations revealea the will of the Supreme Ruler. 
Either tortoY"'se shells or stalks of the yarrow plant were 
usect. For exdmple, the tortoise was smearect with blooct from 
the sacrit' icial victim which was being offerea to the discov-
erer of this kind of divination. The upper shell of any one 
of the six k1nas of tortoises was heatea until five cross lines 
appeared. These re:t'erreCL to the five elements. Only the right 
ana left sections of the upper shell were interpretea. The 
marks on these shells were called "ssu chao" (four omens). 
These omens determined decisions concerning eight contingencies, 
1. e., military expeditions, heavenly appearances, grants, 
treaties, results, arrival, rain anCL pestilence. Directly 
connected with the tortoise and the yarrow plant a re the Eight 
Diagrams. They are eight combinations of lines of full anQ 
half length. Out of these Eight Diagrams have developed three 
philosophical systems of divina~ion known as lien-shang 
("connections 11 ), kuei-ts 1and ("collections .. ) anCL chou-1 
( "transmutations"). Since the time of the T •ang Dynasty the 
popular methoae of divination h uve been the use of bamboo slips 
and the dissection of ideographs, or characters. Connected 
divination is physiognomy, hsiang mien, 1. e., reaQing fortunes 
by the featur~s of the face. '!'hie ancient practise was de-
nounceo by Hsun-tzu in the third. century B. c. Physiognomy 
seems to have a greater influence in CLetermining events of na-
tional importance than any other branch or the occult sciences. 
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cB were found in the mysterious Yi-Ching, the 'Book of Changes,, 
which by the arrangement or its Trigrams gave forth its au-
c9 
guries.~ It is said that Confucius consultea the three 
ancient forms of divination.JO 
However, since all of this is containea in the Confucian 
Classics, we may say that the will of Heaven is determined by 
the Confucian scriptures; the Confucianiet must turn to the 
teachings of the sage s in oraer to ascertain the will of Heaven. 
Nor have the Confucianists been uncertain as to the 
content of their ethics, i. e., the Will of Heaven. The ex-
amples of the Sage Kings as recoraea in the Classics form the 
basis of their · ethics. There were the 11 earlier kings••, Ya, 
'!'his belie!' in physiognomy is common among all the people today. 
Geomancy is also practised universally in China toaay; it is 
the attention to the winds (teng) ana water (shui) in regara to 
the place ot burial •. feng(i;he wina) must be kept in mina when 
a burial site is on an elevation, otherwise, the strong winos 
coula blow away the dirt out of which the mouna ie maae; ehui 
(water) must be kept from permeating graves which are in low 
places. 
28. Paul Carus, Chinese Philosophy, p. 7, has some inter-
esting comments, saying that "the Yih King is one of the most 
enigmatic books on earth, the mystery 01 which is consiaerea 
by many beyona all hope of solui;ion; ana yet it exe rcises even 
to-day a greate~influence over the minas of the Chinese than 
does the Bible in Christia n countries. Its divine authority 
is unctisputea ana every gooa Chinese is oonfiaent that it con-
tains the sum of all earthly wisaom. There is no Chinese 
scholar who cherishes the least doubt that there is any truth 
in science or philosophy that coula not be founa in, ana ra-
tionally ctevelopea from, the Yih King •.• There can be no doubt 
about it that in its present form the Yih King is chiefly ueen 
for the purpose o!' di vina't ion. 11 On P.1 16 this observation 
is made: ''We react in the counsels of Yu tha't Shun submi ttea ta3 
question of succession to divination, ana abiaea by its decision 
in somewhat the same way as among the Israeli~es problems of 
grave importance were settlea by consulting the oracle or Urim 
ana Thummim." 
~9. Grant,.££· cit., p. 9lf. . 
jO. Parker, China~ Religion, p. 5B• 
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Shun ana Yu (cj57-2205 B. c.) ana the "later kings", Wen, Wu, 
ana I)uke Chou, who was not act ually king but who serveo.·· ae 
regent for his nephew, the eon of King Wu. These Nlater kings" 
were all of the twelfth -century B. c. Between these two worthy 
trios was T'ang . 'J.hese seve n names, Yao, Shun, Yu, T •ang, 
Wen, Wu ana Duke Chou, are repeatea again ana again ae models 
of virtuous conauct. The coae of conauct ana government form-
ulatea by the anc i ent Sage Kings is su~mea up in the "Way of 
the Kings." As Han Yu (76g_g~4- A. D.) wrote: "What I call!!!:_ 
\'fay--Yao transmitted it to Shun; Shun transmittea it to King 
Wen, King Wu, anct Duke Chou. Wen, Wu ano Duke Chou trans-
mitted it to Conf ucius, Conf ucius transmitted it to Menciue ... jl 
It was the duty of the people and the ~mperor to govern 
jc their lives accoraing to this Way, 1. e., the Tao. The Tao 
can be oomparea with the Law of Goa; it is the norm or stana-
ara aocoraing to which men are to oonauct their lives. Any-
thing done oon~rary; even remotely,~.> to this Tao is a collieion 
with the Supreme Power and. hence may be claeeit'iea as a ein 
j4 
against Heaven. This is the Confucia n definition£!_ sin. 
However, lee·t we receive the wrong impression, Contuciue dia 
not s ay much about the vexea question or sin. He spoke of 
jl. Han Yu, quotea in Starr, £2.· cit., p. 109. 
jc. DeGroot, .Q.£.• cit., p. 9;. 
jj. E. Faber, Doctrines of Contucius, p. 67, quotes 
these words ot Confucius: "To go beyond, is as wrong as to 
fall short." "the intelligent anQ the distinguished. men go 
beyond it, the fools and. unwor~hy do not come up to it." 
''To have faults and. not to reform them, le a fault." 
j4-. Starr, £1?.· cit., p. 94-. 
J 
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sin only in connection with the practical affairs of life.JS 
Thus, we shall see that sin to the Con!'ucianist ie something 
that concerns only human relationships, with no reference (at 
least very few) to the goas. Confucius euborainatea ma.n's 
duty towards Goa in every way to man's duty towarapi1s neigh-
bor.j6 This is of course in direc~ contrast to the Christian 
concept. .l!'or man's first duty is to love the Lora. his Goo. 
with all hie heart, soul, ana minct, anct then to love hie 
nei ghbor. Of course, since Conlucianism is practically pan-
theism, man cannot be eaia to have a moral reoponsibility to 
any goa; hence Confucius fails to speak of man's duty toward. 
Heaven, except in t e rms ot· duty to man. 
We shall now deal more specifically with the Tao (the 
Law of Heaven) ana its ctei'ini t ion. To the ancient Chinese 
the Tao was the celestial orae r which crystallizea into nine 
eviaentiary vir·t ues--!1rmness with consiueration, energy with 
gentleness, being bold but respectful, imperative but cautious, 
det e rmined but submissive, unshakable but courteous, careful 
but not petty, strong but true, irresi_etible but just. Sin or 
crime, therefore, was simply the disturbance of the celestial 
routine.)? However, as time went on, the definition of the 
Tao was expanded. Tao to the Confucianist was equivalent to 
Jen (benevolence, or humanity), Li (propriety, rites, or the 
rules of proper conduct), Yi (right, justice, or righteousness), 
35. Parker, Studies in Chinese Religion, p. 210. 
36. Giles, .QE.· cit., p. jb. 
37. Parker, China and Religion, p. 24. 
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Ching (sincerity, consciousness, loyalty), and Hein (veracity 
or faithfulness); all these concepts taken together equal the 
Tao.jg Disobedience to Tao, i.e., these five concepts, ie 
sin and is to be regarded as a transgression of God's will. 
However, the attempt to distinguish between each of 
these concepts presents a problem (at least to the author). 
Starr says that Jen, benevolence, to Confucius meant inward 
morality and Li meant outward morality. ~ was equally as 
important as 11.· But by Jen Confucius meant the ideal 
attitude of the superior to the inferior; not the love of 
equals, but rather the benevolence of the prince or pater-
familias, kindness rather than love, as expressed in the five 
" relationshipe--1. Chun ch'en, between prince and master; 
2. Fu tzu, between father and son; 3. Hsuing ti, between 
elder brother and younger; ~- Fu fu, between husband and wife; 
5. p•eng yu, friend and friend. In each case, except the 
la.et, there is a separate virtue distinguishing the relation-
ship, and the attitude of the superior is different .from that 
of the inferior.39 Yet, Yang speaks not only of the attitude 
of the superior· but also of the attitude of the inferior in 
these five relations and calla them the 11 ten commandments of 
Confucian philoeophy"--The father is to be kind; the eon, 
filial; the husband, righteous; the wife, listening ; the elder, 
gra.oious; the junior, complacent; the ruler, benevolent; 
3g. Starr, 212..· cit., p. 110. 
39. Starr, 212..· cff., P• llOf. 
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subjects or officials, 





Obeying these five relation-
Starr quotes Mencius as saying 
that filial piety is not a part of Jen but an element of Li· 
- ==-, 
42 
it is merely a fruit of Jen. True, if the outward actions 
are Li and inward morality is Jen, then the classifying of 
filial piety as a part of Li is correct. But Confucius does 
not make filial piety a fruit of anything, but rather he 
calls it the ROOT of all virtue: 43 MFilial piety is the root 
of all virtue and the stem out of which grows all moral 
4-4-
teaching." Moore says that "filial piety and fraternal 
love are the root of benevolence U3tarr•s rough translation 
of Jen], which Confucius defined as love to all men.1145 
Starr's position is strengthened by Davrout who presents 
some Confucian tracts which classify filial piety among the 
46 
Rites or rules of propriety. If the author were better 
acquainted with the Chinese religions, he could undoubtedly 
find a way of harmonizing these seemingly contradictory ideas. 
However, einoe Confucian and many other heathen "religions" 
have not formulated their doctrines (or perhaps are not too 
concerned about specific doctrines,) it is not surprising that 
40. Yang, .Q.E_. cit., p. 82f. · 
41. Legge, The"°1iel1gions of China, p. 105. 
42. Starr, .Q.E..•· cit., p. lW. 
43. Cf. also Sootnill, ££· cit., p. 203, where he states 
that Confucius regards filial piety and respect to seniors as 
the root of all human duty. 
44. Confucius, quoted in Hume,~- cit., P• 123. 
45. G. F. Moore, History of Religions, p. 36. 
46. 11R1tes and Ceremonies", and Rules of Propriety", 
quoted by L. Davrout, Moral Tenets and customs in China, 
pp. 101 and 1)9• 
men disagree concerning these teachings. 
But we shall loosely follow Ste.rr 's definition of Li, 
since he seems to be an authority on Confucianism. Mencius 
is supposed to have stressed Jen more than Li, although at 
one time he goes so far as to subordinate everything to Li. 
,1 
To Hsuntze JJ.. is the chief virtue, in fact, the whole of 
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virtue, including every other virtue. 47 Be that as it may, 
in our discussion we shall regard .all outward actions as Li, 
arbitrarily including even Yi, Ching, ana Hein since Starr 
fails to cite any examples of these three in hie book on 
Confucianism. 
It is the sages who drew up these Rites to guide men; 
it was necessary to do so because "customs are honest in 
such a place and bad in another. 1148 Everyone and everything 
is guided by these rites; they are the root of the customs 
of the people. Confucius said: "When one is reepect1'ul, but 
without manners, he is tireeome.n 49 However, mere outward 
observance of these ri tee is not enough; an, inward einceri ty 
is required in their performance. The rites are so detailed, 
47. Starr~ .£Q_• cit., pp. lljf; on this same page 
Starr quoted. Hsunt ze as saying: "Li ie that whereby Heaven 
and Earth unite; whereby the sun and moon are bright; whereby 
the four seasons are ordered.; whereby the stars move in their 
courses; whereby rivers flow; whereby all things prosper; 
whereby love and hatred are tempered.; whereby joy and. anger 
keep their proper place. It causes the lower orctere of men 
to obey, and the upper orders to be illustrious; through a 
myriad of changes it prevents g oing astray, But if one · 
departs from it, he will be destroyed.. Is not 14. the greatest 
of all principles?" 
4g. "Rites and Oeremonies", quoted in Davrout, .2E.• cit., 
p. 101. 
49. Confucius, quoted. in "Rites and Ceremonies", Ibid. 
though, that the common people can fulfil only those which 
are required in the ordinary circumstances of life. "'l'hus 
to respect one's parents, to be at peace with one's fellow-
countrymen, to serve one's friends, to agree with one's 
wife, to be polite towards one's relations, everyone is 
aware of these duties and may follow one's own inspiration 
without fear of being deceived."?O It is easy to see that 
in the concept Li ethics are confouna.ed with external cer-
51 emonies. Creel's definition of !!.1. is very good: wLi was 
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52 the cocte of good manners made sacred.." It will be noticed 
also that these laws are not binding o~ all people at all 
times; if the ·common people ignorantly break some of the 
rules of propriety, that's all right. Whereas in the Chris-
tian concept of sin, the Law is binding on all men, whether 
they be poor or rich; and every transgression, whether it be 
done through ignorance or not, is a sin. 
In our discussion of 1.1_, we shall discuss filial piety 
first, then the relation of men to their neighbors, and 
finally what we might classify as good manners, etc. 
"Filial piety is the root of all virtue, and the stem 
out o:t' which grows all moral teaching. Our bocties, to every 
hair and bit of skin, are received. by us from our parents; 
a.no. we must not presume to injure or wound them;" "the 
services of love and reverence to parents when alive, and. 
50. "Rites and. Ceremonies,11 Ibid. 
?l• Faber,~· cit., P· 8j. 
52. Creel, .2£_• cit., P· 77• 
those of grief and sorrow to them when they are cteaa: these 
completely discharge the fundamental duty of living man." 
What Confucius means by serving the parents when dead may be 
further explainea to incluae funeral rites and sa.crifice--
''Let there be a careful attention to perform the funeral rites 
to parents when aeaa; ana let them be followea, when long 
gone, with the ceremonies of sacrifice. Then the virtue of 
the people will resume its proper excellenoe."5j These 
statements of Confucius contain practically all that neea 
be known about filial piety. Chilaren should. pay filial 
respeot because their parents have brqught them into the 
world, rearea· them, given them a home, a heritage, an 
54 eaucation, and. a wife. 
53. Confucius, quotea by Hume, -2£· cit• ·, p. 12j. 
~L+. A Confucian tract, "Filial Piety", quotea by 
Davrout, .Q.12.• cit., pp. 7-11, says: "Recall for a moment 
whence came your boay. Amongst the men now living upon 
earth, ie there a sing le one who is not born from parents? 
Well then, consider in detail the anxieties which you gave to 
them, and the fatigues which they bore for you from your earliest 
infancy and you will realise the n if you are bound to revere 
your parents or not. 
NWhen they were still carrying you in their arms and you 
were hungry, you could only ope n your mouth and cry, but you 
were unable to provide yourself with fooa. If you dia not tt1e 
of hunger, it was because your parents were g ood enough to 
feed you. When you were cold, all you could do was to shiver, 
but you were unable to provide yourself with clothes. If you 
were not frozen•to death you owe this boon to the care of 
your parents. 
"Further your parents were all eyes and. ears day and 
nig ht to watch and listen to you. Were you srnilingf they were 
happy. Were you crying? they immediately sought to amuse you. 
Later when you had g rown up a little and you were trying to 
walk, your parents stood by your aide holding your hands, lead-
ing you step by step, lest you should hurt yourself by falli~ 
or knocking a gainst anything. 
"Still further proofs of their care are the following. 
Paying filial respect to the parents when they are alive 
means (1) to comfort the heart and (2) feed. the body of the 
parents. One should: avoid being lazy, do one's duty properly 
in whatever duty one is eng a g eo.,55 get along with brothers 
anct sisters, not be given to g luttony, wine, gambling, or 
opium, and defend the family's interest. "In one wora you 
must try to make every day in the life of your parents be a 
happy day. You will thus satisfy this obligation of comforting 
the heart of your parents." Feecting the body of the parents 
At the least suspicion of any sickness your parents grew 
anxious and. could. neither sleep nor ea;t. They ctict not complain 
of your delicacy, but accusea themselves of being ne gligent ana 
careless and would have sooner fallen ill themselves than see 
their child. ill. They we re only reasaurea when you were cured.. 
Their sole desire was to see you g row up and reach ma.n's estate. 
Thus from your inf ancy till your manhood no one can tell how 
many fears and fati g ues your parents bore day af t er day and 
year after year for your sake. At last when you -were old 
enough, your parents gave you a wife that you might have chil-
dren, they sent you to school to study, they furnished. you 
with a home and they prepared a heritage for you. 
"Remember that when you were born you came naked into 
this world; of all that you wear now you did not bring even a 
thread. If until the prese nt day you have always had food aill 
raiment you owe it t .o your parents. You must realise therefore 
that all your life throug h you will never be able to repay your 
p:1rents for all their kindness. In case you should still not 
undereta.nd this obligation let me recall to your mino. a proverb: 
'Have the manag ement of a household and you will see then how 
dear are fuel and millet. Bring up your children and you will 
know what you owe to your own parents.• Remember the worries 
your own children have g iven you and you will know how much 
trouble you gave to your own parents. When your own children 
fail in their respect towards you, you become angry; thinking 





Being unfaithful in the affairs of the court or 
the ~mperor is regarded as doing it to your parents, 
lj. 
means supplying them carefully according to the means and 
wealth of your family, i.e., caring for their health, 
giving them good food, doing work for them, letting them 
spend your money, not secretly treasuring up a hoard, or caring 
only for one'a wife and children.56 
The duty of filial piety is impressea on the children's 
mina.s at the earliest possible moment. 'rhe first treatise 
of importance which is placea in the hands of children, after 
some of the first books of elementary instruction, is The 
Book of Filial Duty; i't is said to date back as far as 400 B. c. 
11 Few books have enjoyed greater popula:ri ty amongst all classes 
in China than '!'he Book of Filial Duty. 11 57 Along wi"th thie 
book are includea. The Twenty-Four Examples of Filial Duty. 
Many of these stories are so far-fetched that we do not wish 
to quote them; however, to illustrate that which is expectea 
of a filial son we quote the following story: 
11 1Juring the Chou dynasty livea Min Sun, a disciple of 
Confucius, who in early life lost hie mother. Hie father sub-
sequently married another wife, who bore him two children, but 
disliked Sun. In winter she clothed him in garments made of 
rushes, while her own children wore co'tton clothes. Min was 
employea in driving hie father's chariot, ana his body ~ae so 
cold that the reins droppea. from his hanas, for which care-
lessness his father chastised him; yet he did not vinaicate 
56. Ibid,, . J>P• 11, lj. 
~7. Ivan Chen, Introduction written for hie translation 
of The Book of Filial Duty, p. 8. 
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himself. When hie father knew the circumstances, he deter-
minect to divorce hie eeconct wife; but Sun said, 'Whilst mother 
remains, one eon is colct; 11 mother departs, three .eons will 
be rtestitute.' The father cteeisted from his purpose; ana 
after this the mother was lect to repentance, anct became a 
gooct anct virtuous parent. 
"The filial piety of the renowned Shun influenced Heaven, 
whilst that of Min renovatect mankina. If Heaven be influencect, 
all below it will be traneformea; if men be renovatea, from 
them will spring a power able to cause their families to be-
come gooct. In all eges men have exhibi~ea a great love for 
their wives; but dutiful children have o!ten met with unkind-
ness. Min carefully concealea all his grievances, and refueai. 
to inctulge in any complaint; even while suffering severely 
from cola and hunger, he maintained his affection unabatea. 
During the long perioct which he endurea this oppressive treat-
ment, his good disposition became manifest; and by hie own 
conctuct he was able to maintain the harmony of the family un-
impaireu. Hie fat her anct mother were influencea by his filial 
devotion; and hie brothers joined in extolling his virtues. All 
his friends anct acquaintances, with unitea voice, oelebratea 
his merits; and the men of his native village joyfully combinea 
to spreaa the fame of his actions. The memory of hie agree-
able countenance ana pleasing manners was perpetuated to the 
remotest a ges; and his example was in many respects like that 
of Shun, whose parents were equally perveree."~8 
There is much to admire in the Chinese teachings on 
filial piety. But overemphasizing one point proaucee disas-
trous results. Filial piety often excludes care for one's 
own boay_ (chilaren harm their bodies to help their parents), 
' 
love for the truth, love for your neighbor, eto. we are tola 
that "upon earth parents are never wrong ... 59 Thus, we oan 
say that, as far as the children are concernea, parents are 
removed from the class of sinners. '£his is a distinct clash 
with the Christian teaching that all human beings are sinners. 
/ Aleo, "filital piety does ot require t,estifying to misconduct 
60 
of fathe or of son." It se~ that there is a contrad.iction 
between these 1aeas, because a fa"tller, is here repreaentea as 
being guilty 01· mieoonctuct. 
Service to the parents while they are ving does not 
complete the duties of filial piety. Confuci a was quotea 
on p. 2J of this paper as saying that fune;/i rites and. sac-
rifices also shoula be performed.. This respect to the dean 
parents ana ancestors has developea into what might be oallea 
the religion of Ancestor Worship. Ancestor Worship is practisea 
almost universally by the Chinese; in fact, accoraing to some 
~8. Example No. IV of "The Twenty-four Examples of 
Filial Duty", quotea in Chen's translai;ion of The Book of 
Filial Duty, PP• 37-)9. 
~9. A saying of the ancients, quotea in "Filial Piety", 
which in turn is quotea in Davrout, .2£· cit., P· 15. 
bO. Hume, .2£· ..2.l:P_·, P• 119. 
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of our returned missionaries, it might be calleo THE religion 
of China. Multit"arioua du1aes are requirea or the chiloren 
in performing the funeral rites for ana the sacrifices to 
the ances~ors. However, since a B. D. thesis has been written 
on this subjec~ by the Rev. E. a. Zimmermann, I shall not go 
into the subject. Suf!ice it to say that any other law or 
laws which the Chinese regara as binaing (transgression of 
which constitutes a sin) has been taken either from Confucian-
ism, Taoism, or Buddhism; also if they do have any doctrine of 
sin they have learned it from these "religions." Therefore, 
we are not really disregarding the conpept of sin in Ancestor 
Worship but are including it in our discussion of The Three 
Religions. For, outside of the duties of worshipping the an-
cestors, the Ohinses decide for themselves what constitutes 
the norm of their ethice--they are eyncretistic. Hence, what 
may constitute a sin for one may not be a sin for another • . In 
the conclusion of this paper, we shall speak more of the eyn-
cretism of the Chinese. 
Whatever is contrary to these teachings of filial piety 
is a transgression of Li, hence of the Tao, and consequently 
is to be classified as a sin. Mencius goes so far as to say 
that loving all men equally is unfilial. This condemnation 
of universal love was occasioned by Mo-tzu•s discove ry that 
all the ills in the world are due to the fact that men love 
themselves and do not love their fellows. If men loved one 
another as every man loves himself, there would be no more 
JO 
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crime. Mo-tzu felt that the "will of Heaven" sanctioned 
6c 
universal love. Although Mencius criticizes him for this, 
Mo-tzu seems to have the Shi King on hie side: 
"Let lovingkindness be the aim of each, 6 Nor one strive other e'er to overreach." j 
Nevertheless, Ko-tzu was· roundly condemned. This lack of 
universal love is also evidenced in another exhortation: 
64-
"Have no friends not equal to yourself." 
We may say then, in summary, that the law of filial piety 
dema nds fanatical love for your parents. It eeeme as if a 
Confucianist is to love hie parents as much as the Christian 
ie to love his Goct. But of course, the Christian's love for 
his God will include love for hie neighbor, while the Con-
fucianiet 's love for his parents often excludes love for hie 
nei g hbor, although we shall soon aee that he must treat them 
very well. Since Confucius advocates filial piety ae the 
root of all virtues, it is not surprising to hear hie state-
ment "that of the jOOO offences against which the five punish-
ments were directed there was not one greater than that of 
65 
being unfilial. Thia is the sin of sins." 







Moore, .212.· cit., p. 3g. 
H. G. Creel, Sinism, p. 105. 
11 0n the Completion of a New Palace", quoted in 
translation of The Shi King, p. 206. 
Confucian writer, quoted in Hume, 2£.• .£.!!·, P• 119. 
Confucius, quotect in Ball, 2£.• ~-, P• 536. 
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that Confucius was not "inclined to split hairs upon the 
vexed question of sin, or even to speak of sin except in 
connection with the practical affairs of life. On one 
occasion he said that, setting aside theft and robbery, there 
were five capite.l eins--malignancy, perverseness, meno.acity, 
and two others not very clearly define, but which look like 
vindictiveness and vaoilla.ting weakness. 066 Undoubtedly 
you have already noticed and will notice that Confucius says 
nothing about a person's duty toward God, except in fulfill-
ing his duty toward man. Hence, sin is really only an offence 
against one's neighbor, especially aga~nst one's parents. 
Although Li emphasizes filial piety, it also includes 
the relationship of people to thei? neighbors. (Of course 
they are not to love their neighbors as much as their parents 
or as they do themselves, because that would be unfilial.) 
We shall attempt to classify these relationa under the head-
ings of the last six Commandments of the Lord. In general 
we are to treat our neighbor as ourselves, says Confucius. 
"Tsze-king once asked him whether there were any one word. 
which might serve as a rule of practice for all one's life. 
His reply was, 'Is there not shu~?' that is, reciprocity, 
or altruism; and he added the explanation of it:--'Wbat you 
cto not want done to yourself, do not do to others.' The 
same disciple on another occasion saying that he observed 
the rule, Confucius simply remarked., 'Ahl you have not attained 
to thatJ' He tells us, indeed, in one important paeeage--ana 
66. Parker, Studies~ Chinese Religion, p. 210f. 
we do not think the worse of him for the acknowledgment--
that he was not able himself to follow the rule in its pos-
itive form in any one of the relationehips."67 Leaving the 
genera,! remarks behind, let us proceed with our classifica-
tion according to the Commandments. 
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Fifth Commanctment--The · confucianists teach that lt is 
wrong to kill, although Confucius advocated vendetta,68 1. e., 
the obligation resting upon the relatives of a dead or in-
jured man to take vengeance on the person who caused hie 
death or injury. However, soldiers are condemned for killing 
people; 69 fighting anct molesting peopl~ is wrong; concerning 
those who quarrel, "truly they do a great ev11;"70 envy, 
enmity, and angry thoughts are wrong: 
"From all envy Lit. covetousness aQi enmity free, 
What deed doth he other than good? 11 f 
''Strive, strive to live unitedly, 72 And every a,ngry thought restrain." 
A very striking parallel to Christ's words, Luke 6, 29 ("Unto 
him that smiteth thee on the one cheek offer also the otherd) 
are these worcte: 11 In the days of old, under the T'ang dynasty, 
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Shi King, p. 61. 
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should spit in your face what would you do? Hie brother 
answered: 'I should say nothing , but simply wipe my face.• 
JJ 
The elder brother rejoined: 'Not so. If you should wipe your 
face, it would be a ·kind of reprimand, and your insulter might 
become more ang ry. You should smile and, without replying, 
wait till your fac e be wiped dry; then it would be all right.••7J 
Inaeed, the natural law seems to be well developed among the 
Chinese, but, waitJ Oonfucius adds a sour note to these beau-
tiful thoughts: "Re compense injury with justice lg.ot kindnea~ 
and recompense kinct ness with kinaness. 11 74 
Sixth Uommandment--Confuciue is said to have described 
adultery as the chief of sins. However, Mencius considers 
it worse to leave no son to serve the family altar;75 he thus 
sanctioned. the use·or concubines, if needs be. Yet a Con-
fucian tract says that debauching the wife or the daughter 
of othe re II is the g reat est crime committed on this earth. 11 76 
These may not of necessity exclude one another, but it appears 
quite probable that they do. In the h inth century B. c. mar-
riagesbetween ·persone bearing the same family name were for-
bidden with few exceptiona.77 The story is told that Swan-
Kiang, a widow, "had consented to live with Hwan, the eon of 
her late husband by a former wife. The people condemned this 
73. 
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J4 
as incest, but dareel. only speak of it inctirectly. 11 7g Another 
story is told of Kung-poh who diea, leaving his wife Kung-Kiang. 
Xung-Kiang's mother wanted her to remarry, but Kung-Kiang re-
fused to commit this 11 wrong. 11 11 'l'he 'wrong' meant here 10 re-
marriage. To abst a in from this 1\Vrong' was, and ie still ac-
' 79 countee1 a great virtue in Uhina. 11 Not only are these outward 
go 
actions wrong, but lust also is condemned. We can compare 
this with Chriet •e statement "that whosoever looketh on a 
woman to lust after her hath committed adultery with her al-
ready in his heart. 11 g1 we shall also classify drunkenees 
under the Sixth Commandment since A. L, Graebner does in hie 
Doctrinal 'l'heology, p. g1. Drunkenees ie forbidden by the 
g2 
Chinese. It is easy to see that their knowledge of right 
and wrong is still quite full. 
Seventh Commandment--Confucius has already been quoted 
(p. Jl) as saying that theft an<l robbery are wrong. Going to 
law all the time is condemned, as is the attempt to gain the 
advantage over your neighbor in business transactions. For 
if you gain, then your neighbor loses. ~Hence when exchange 
is high in one place, this one concealing from that one, that 
other behind hie neighbour's back, will go off to sell at a 
good price=. others again will use big bushels or small weight e; 
7g. 
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"Rules of Propriety", quoted in Davrout, ..2£· cit., 
J5 
thus the y load their conscience and aeceive the people."8j 
Embezzling gooas is wrong--" 'Money clouas the intelligence of 
men,' therefore I exhort you no~ to covet richee.~ 8~ Gambling 
also ie consiaerea wrong. 'l'hree ways to avoia gambling are 
not longing for another's money, no't going near a ga mbling 
house so tha't you learn to play, and no't making frienae of 
gamblers.
85 Thie tract also counts it wrong to spend ana 
waste money on amusements such as fire-works, the burning of 
incense, etc. They woula rather that people practise virtuee.86 
Instead of being idle a nd lazy, men muatstuay ana reaa gooa 
books. " t he more you reaa these, the ~etter it will be for you. 
An old rhyme says, 'When the time has come for using books, 
one is displeased at knowing so little of them; when one has 
not made something, he does not know how difficult is the task. , 
Now, however tale~ted one ma y b e , he can never manage to read 
all the existing books. As for the useless and obscene books 
and comedies, they must absolutely be avoided; such reading 
leads easily out of the right path and bring s ruin for life; 
therefore, above all, keep away from them." 87 We could find 
many passages of Scripture to compa re with these Chinese con-














some of the more pertinent passages. 
and Ceremonies", quoted in Davrout, Ibid., 
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~ighth Conmandment--Fictelity and honesty are required,gg 
while specious or ready talk and boasting are condemned. 89 
However, Faber ea.ye that "the sacredness of a promise, contract, 
oath, treat y, etc., is often violat ea when opportunity is favor-
avle to a persona l advantag e, ••• Confucius himself broke a solemn 
oa th a nd excused it. The Chinese moral sentiment is, there-
fore, misguiaea •.• Lying and deceitfulness are so highly de-
veloped in China, proba bly to a grea t extent, from this cause.1190 
Thus , we might say tba.t the Chinese kno w or should know the 
truth but delibera.t e ly hold it down in many cases. 
Ninth and Tenth Commandme nts--"Uo not covet the goods of 
91 
others." These wo rds, too, compare favorably with the Ninth 
and Tenth Commandments, but it is doubted that covetousness 
is regarded as such a g rea t wrong. 
The conce pt of Li is more exacting in matters of deportment 
than is the Se cond Table. The "Book of Rites" has left few 
proble ms of deportment--whether of public men or the simplest 
9c 
individuals--to chance. Whe reas Scripture does n ot bind men 
with such heavy burdens. As saia, before, the Chinese confound 
ethics a na deportment. A few quotations from Chinese writings 
should suffice to show the g rievous burden which theoretically 







Ibid., P• 139. 
Soothill, 2£· cit., p. 20~. 
Faber, .Q.£• cit., p. 96. 
"Heterodox uoctrines", quotea in Da vrout, -2£· cit., 
Grant,££· cit., p. 110. 
"Being a man, you must act accoro.ing to your dignity; 
that means the aocomplishment, all your.life, of many good 
actions. I could. not enumerate them all; I shall begin by 
giving you some concerning the external behaviour. 
37 
"Thus the cap on the heaa must be worn straight, neither 
set too much on one side, nor protruaing in front, so that it 
hang s over the eyebrows. The clothes you wear, whether ola 
or new, must be clean and not in disorae r; they must be worn 
accoraing to the rules and not thrown on the body so that they 
r e main open either at the shoulaers or down the front. The 
shoes must be put on entirely and no~ like slippers; all the 
clothes covering the bocty, such as cap, shoes, stockings must 
b e dignifiea, decent, but not too showy nor painted with many 
colours. All the motions of the body must reveal gravity and 
moaesty ana not betray levity or insolence. When sitting you 
' must remain decent; when standing you must be upright without 
swaying to and f·ro, without stretching out• In the rm.itual 
intercourae, you must b e respectful ana polite ana not show 
contempt ana abanaon. Vlhile speaking , be atte ntive ana cau-
tious and avoid speaking at ranaom; in conversation, wait be-
fore answering till the other has finishea, ana avoid, re-
garaless of circumstances, interrupting others. In affairs, 
b e careful and not heealess nor inconsidera te. All these ways 
of behaviour must be learnea with great care.u93 
Even looking at other people is g overnea by the Book of 
Rites: " The Son of Heave n does not look at a person above his 
9J. 11 Rules 01' Propriety", quoted in Davrout, QQ.• ~., pp. 
1j7f. 
collar or below his girdles. The ruler · of a state looks at 
bim a little below the collar. A great officer, on a line 
with the heart. Ana an ordinary officer not from beyond a 
distance of five paces. In all cases, looks directea to the 
face denote pride, and below the girdle, grief; if directea 
askance, they denote villainy. 11 9
4 
Having read these quotations, we should not wonder that 
the sil l y comedians are conctemnect: "Un't il one has lost all 
sense of decency, he does not become a comec1ian. 11 95 
A princess of Wei had. married. a chief of some other 
state; she desires to visit her home sta,te of Wei that she 
mi g ht see her elder sisters, aunts, and cousins and also visit 
the old familiar cities and. countryside. She plans for her 
journey: 
"Oil me then well my axles, OJ 
Back in my carriage· let me go. 
Soon should I be in Wei;--but ohJ 
were I not wrong in acting so?" 
This "wrong" is visiting the home state after her parents had 
died; had they still been living, it would have been permis-
sible for her to a o so,96 
considering these multifarious duties, it is no wonder 
that Confucius said: "We have not learnt how to serve men: 
How can we serve the Gods?97 Mencius also had nothing to say 
98 
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a humanist--he was concerned. with the problems of men not 
gode;99 serving Heaven, obeying the will of Ht aven, was per-
forming the r e quired duties toward. one's fellowman. Failing 
in these duties was a tra nsgression of the Tao, that is, of-
1'encting a gainst Heaven--sinning. 
Confucianism does not divicte sins into two classes, 
orig inal and. actual, as does Christianity. For Uonfucianiam 
knows nothing of original sin. Confucius, Menciua, 100 Wang 
Yang-ming, 101 ana Chu Hsi 102 taught that man's enctowea nature 
(original nature) is gooa.. ~hey argued that men were by 
nature good because their natures wer~ heaven-conferrea and. 
only good. could come from heaven. lOj What Mencius means by 
the stateme nt that human nature is good. is exp.lainea. by his 
words: "From the fe e lings prope r to it, we see t hat our nature 
is constituted for the practice of what is good . This is what 
I mean in sayi ng that the nature is good.ulO~ Wrong-doing, 
therefore, would be the viola tion of the law of man's nature, 
formed. for goodness. 
Si nc·e man's nature is formed. for goodness, we are not 
surprisea to hear Mencius say: "The tend.ency of man's nature 
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Mencius, quot e a in Legge,~ Religions of China, 
Ibid.. 
(For a contrary doctrine compare footnote *106.) If man fol-
lows this tena.ency in his na'ture, he really become s a law unto 
himself; he need not look outside of himself for a guide for 
his actions. This teaching of Mencius that man is the measure 
of all thing a-- 11 eve ryt h ing is wi'thin man--he has but to seek 
within himself and he will find. all~!Q7has been carried on by 
'the Intuitionist School of Confucianism. Wang Yang-ming of 
this school taught that "every ind i vidual may una.ers'tana the 
funaame ntal principles of life and of things, incluaing moral 
laws, by learning to understand his own mind and by developing 
his own nature. Thia means that it is pot necessary to use 
106. Hsrtncius was brana.ea as a heret ic by Chusius because 
he claimed that human nature is evil. By this be did not mean 
that human nature is totally depra ved. as Christianity teaches; 
he merely m~ant tha t human nature tenas to e vil. Bu't it has 
an infinite capacity in the direction of gooa as well. 11 He 
showe d. tha t a ccordi ng to Mencius own st a t e ment, that human na-
ture is originally good, and. that evil is the corruption of 
that goodness, Mencius would have to admit that everyone had 
alrea dy corrupted. their orig inal nature, and that hence as 
there was no time when man did not have evil desire s, etc.; 
human nature was already corrupt at birthl •.• (The cri ticism 
omittea here will be discussed laterJA third criticism was 
that Mencius did not give any e via.ence for his assertions on 
the subj e ct of human nature, 11 Starr,~- cit., p. 106ff. 
Si~ K'uang, a younge r c o ntempora ry 01 Me ncius, also said. 
that man's nature is evil. 'l' he fact that man has to strive to 
cto g ood shows that it is evil. Man's spontaneous impulses are 
also selfish; hungry man is promptea by na"ture to sa"tisfy his 
appetite; if h e r e sists t n is impulse out of c o nsictera~ion for 
othe rs it is by a c onscious effort ana because he has been 
taught that he ought to d o so--not therefore by nature, but 
against nature. If man were unc ontrolled. by education and 
moral discipline or by law and its p enaltie s, the re would. be 
a. state of unive rsal etrife--every man' s hand wo ula be a ga.inst 
his ne ighbor. Yang Hiung(5j B. C.-lg A. D.) took an inter-
mediate posit ion; human nature is a mixture of good. and evil; 
he who cultivates the good siae b e comes good and. vice versa. 
In the enct, however, Mencius I doctrine of natural goodness 
became to be r egarded. as orthodox.(Moore, .2E.· cit., P• 5~). 
107. Parke r, China~ Heligion, P• ljj. 
q.1 
the criteria of the past as pre s ent-day standards. Each indi-
vidual has the solution of the problem of the univ~rse within 
himself;" "the indi victual has within himself t he spring- of 
knowledge and should c onAtantly carry into practice the things 
that hie intuitive knowlectg e of good gives him opportunity to 
ao.ril08 "One cannot see k for the principle of filial obedience 
in one's parents, or in serving one's prince one cannot seek 
for the principle of faithfulness in the prince, or in making 
frienas or governing the people one cannot see k for the prin-
ciple of s i ncerity and benevolence in the fri e nds or the peo-
ple. 'l'hey are all in the mino., for tl;le mina is itself the em-
bodiment of pr i nciples. 'rihen the mina is free from thefobscura-
tion of selfish aims, it is the embodiment of the pr i nciples 
of Heaven. It is not necessary to ad.ct one whit from without.u 
"Knowledge is na-cive to the mina.; the mind. is naturally able 
to know. When it perceives the parents, i"t naturally knows 
what filial piety is; when it perceives the elaer brother it 
naturally knows what respectfulnes s is; when it sees a child 
fall into a well it naturally knows what commieera-cion is. 
Thie is intuitive knowleage of gooa, ana is not attainea through 
external investigation." 11 The ability to distinguish between 
right and wrong is common to all men, so that it avails noth-
ing to seek them in external things."( 'l'he s e quotations of 
Wang Yang-ming we.re taken from Starr I s Confucianism, nn. 16g.. 
171). However, Hstinnins , a Contucianist who was declared a 
108. Starr, 9.£· cit., p. 161 
heretic by Chusius, criticized. Mencius' poeition(anct. naturally 
this criticism would. also be directed. a gainst wa.ng Yang-ming). 
He showed. that according to Mencius' statement that virtue was 
just the development of innate impulses, there would be no use 
for the Sage-Kings or for any standard of c onduct at all, such 
as those embodied. in the c o ncepts of Li and Yi(proper conduct 
and justice). This waa indeed a sharp criticism, for tradition-
al standard.a of c onduct are the very essence of Confucianism. 
And. y e t Menc i us' inner source of virtue would log ically elimi-
nate all authority.l09 Again we are lead to see the inconsist-
encies in the heathen relig ions. It wpulct be very fitting to 
compare this teaching of Menci us that man is a law unto himself 
with the -Christian teaching of the natural knowlect.ge of the Law. 
However, there is a g reat difference--Menciue teaches that ma.n's 
natural knowledg e is p e rfect, while Scripture teaches that 
since the Fall man's na tural knowledge is clouded. Hie con-
science is no l on ger an inerrant norm. 
Of course, the Co nfuc i anists require that man follow hie 
normal nature; man is morally responsible for obeying his 
natural knowledge(on p. 39 Wang Yang-ming was quoted as say-
ing tha t the ind ividual "should c o nstantly carry into prac-
tice the things that his intuit i ve knowledge of good gives 
him opportunity to do. 11 ). In fact, every faculjy of man has 
its function to fulfil, · every relationship its duty to be dis-
charged, for in the Shih we rea d: "Heaven, in giving birth to 
109. Starr, £12.· cit., P• 108. 
to mankind, to every faculty and relationship annexed its laws. 
The people po s sess this normal n&ture, e.nd they(co neequently) 
love its normal virtue. 11110 Accordance with this nature is 
fulfilling the will of Heaven. 111 Not following the normal 
nature would be breaking the will of Heaven, i.e., sinning. 
But, a gain, we must remind ourselves that this 11 Heaven" is 
regarded either as a Nothing, a mere Fat e , or the Tranecen-
dent.11c Hence, man cannot truly be morally responsible to 
anyone. 
In spite of the fact that he taught that man should fol-
low hie normal nature and that obedienc~ to this normal nature 
would prove man invariably right, yet Mencius recognized that 
men are evl'l in practice. 11j Th' rees with ht m id 1s ag w a nan ea : 
"But men at first from Heaven their b e ing drew, 
With nature liable to change. 
All hearts in infancy are good . and true, 114 But time and th i ngs those hearts derange." 
Thus, it ie outside influences which cause a man to go astray. 
Mencius says: "If men do what is not g ood, the blame cannot 
be imputed to their natural powers. 11 115 Wha t then has caused 
man to become evil? Cont'ucianism as such knows of no devil 
or evil spirits who try to undermine man's allegiance to God; 
evil spirits are of a later invention. 116 But of course in 
110. "Shih,'' quoted in Legge, Religions of China, p. 9g. 
111. Legge, . "Confucius and the Relig ion or Ch ina," 
quoted in Religious Systems of the World, p. 71. 
112. Faber, 2.Q· cit., P• ~5. 
113. Starr, .Q.2.• 21:.l•, p. 68. . . 
114. Wan, quoted in Legg e, Religions of China, p. 102. 
115. Mencius, quoted in Legge, Religi one . of Ch~nah P• 10.3. 
116. Giles QP• cit., p. lj; the opera ~1ons of~ eee 
evil epirite wer ~ confined. chiefly to tearing people's hearts 
out, etc., t'or their own particula r pleasure. 
in Christianity a basic teach ing is that the devil caused man 
to sin. 
What then is the cause? For Confucius says that II crime 
is not inhere nt in human nature." But an explanation is imme-
dia.tely offe red. aft e r these wore.is of Confuc i us--if someone 
breaka the law of f i lial piety it may very well be the fault 
of his superiors for not i nstruct i ng him.117 Thus, ignorance 
of the true doctrine and its demand.a is the cause of evil; 
h e terodox doctrine s have caused man to become evil: 11 'l' he 
heart of man is by b i rth g ood. and upright. It is because 
evil aecta [a sect is anyt h ing and. everything that teaches 
any doctrine beyond. the Four Books and. Five Classics] have 
a risen which a re followed.. by many ana whose teachings are 
listened.. to, whilst men are seeking the truth outside the 
true doctr i ne , that little by lit t le, mankind.. has learnt~ 
vil." 118 However, a person woula be very right in criticiz-
ing Confucianism at t h i s point~-how could. any evil sects a-
rise at all if all me n were cre at e d. go od.? Because Confucian-
ism teaches n o thing about the a evil or orig inal sin, it is 
actually unab l e to explain t he cause of evil satisi'actorily. 
Whereas Christianity knowsthat the source of all evil is the 
devil and. depraved. mankind; inheri tea corruption is truly 
the "pe rson-s i n," the one out of which all othe r sine flow. 




Oonfucius, quoted in Chen, .QE• ~-, P· 1~. 
"Heterodox Doctr i nes," quot e a in Davrout, 21!.· .£11.•, 
ia truly a serious shortcoming in the Confucian doctrine of 
sin. 
Nevertheless, Con1'ucianism tried to deal with evil. Not 
recognizing the fact that natural man is totally depraved ana 
unable to perform any good deeds, they felt that man coula 
train and cultivate hie normal nature and give up all evil 
deeds, if he had. sinnea. 119 "To make oneself perfect little 
by little, by study and effort, ia wi thin hwnan power and is 
the common Path, 11 says Confuciua.120 Confucius, however, di-
vided men int o two classes(although he offers no explanation 
for t ll is)--tbo s e born as saints and tl)ose born as ord.ina ry 
121 
mortals. A sage "seemed to him from birth to have all the 
essentials of perfection; 11 "but if a man was not born a sage, 
.• 
said the Teacher, he still mig ht become a superior man through 
the practices of life. 11 122 Sinners we re to reform their lives 
and. pattern them after the abstract holy man, the spotless and 
sinless one, who 11 is the incorporated law for the rest of men; 11 
11 he follows this, his complete and. re gular dispositionlhie 
pure human nature which he has from birth], naturally and with-
out e1'f ort. ,, 12j A ·con1'ucian tract says: 11 The superior man ••• 
ctoes not, acc ording to him, · worry concerning food, comfort, or 
personal success; his sole concern is that he may find that 







Starr, £:Q.• cit., pp. 68 & 84. 
Confuc i u s , quoted in Grant,~· cit., p. 120. 
Faber, £:Q.• cit., p. 82. 
Confucius, -quoted in Grant, £:Q.• cit., P· 120. 
Confucius, qu·oted in Faber, £:Q.• cit., pp. 28 & 35• 
Confucian tract, quo t ed in Creel,~· cit., p. 44. 
"Good men are always painstaking in the exercise of fidelity, 
filial piety, humanity and rites; they help the unfortunate, 
the old and the poor; they do gooct anct protect their neighbour; 
they use kind words to exhort people, they instruct their sons 
and younger brothe rs in the doctrine of the Books; in one worct, 
they try, in all their actions to be useful to men; thus they 
Will not be looked on as having lived in vain. 11 125 
Since ref orrnat ion126 is all that is required, it is not 
surprising that we find many examples of self-righteousness. 
Confucius said that he wasn't always perfect; yet we read 
these words of his: "At seventy, I could do as my heart dic-
tated and n e v er swerve from right. 11127 Mmcius does not even 
admit that he had any shortcoming s. 128 We o f fer three quota-
tions from the Shi King as e xamp l es : "In him n o error nor ex-
cess was known. 11129 "Perfectly all his acts are done. 11130 
125. 
"I verily am guiltless, 
Yet stern is thy heaven's displeasure. 
I truly am offenceless, 
. ThOU harsh beyond all measure. 11 lJl 
'' Rules of Propriety," quoted in Davrout, 2.E.· ..2.J:i•, 
P • 157 • 
126. we quote an example frorn Gi les, 2.E.· cit., pp. lOf, 
which shows that reformation is sufficient --~mperor T 1ai Mou 
b egan to r t: ign in 16.57 B. 0. 11 His Ieign was ma rked by the 
sup e rna tural a.ppearunce in the p a lace of t wo mulberry-trees, 
which in a sing le night grew t o such a size that they could 
hardly be spanned by two ha nds. The Emperor was terrified; 
whereupon a Minister said, 'No prodigy is a match for virtue. 
Your Majesty 's government is no doubt at fault, and some re-
form of c onduct is n e cessary.' Accordinly the Emperor began 
to act more circumpsectly; after which the mulberry-trees soon 
withered and died." 
lc7. Grant,££· cit., p. 125 f. 
12S. Confucius, quoted in Legge, Chinese Classics, Vol·. 
II, Pie§'°~· 11 0n the CompletiQn of a new Temole Built
8
in Honour 
of Kiog Viu-l1ng 11 quotea. in Jenn i ngs, QP• c1t., P• J )• 
.1)0. 11 Lara~nt"f ul Praise of Duke 'Cna~ Lu,'' IbiCl., p .119, 
ljl. 11 A tHanderect Off icial, 11 Ibid., . p. 227. --
'lbe fact that Confucianism taught that all men coula 
(ana some men have) attain perfection through reformation 
from wrong-ctoi ng shows the shallowness of the Confucian con-
cept of sin. Sin is not something that corru~ the sinning 
subject, or otherwise reformation woula not be sufficient. 
Ohu Hai compa res man's moral nature with a clean mirror that 
is coverea with dust and neeas only a l ittle austing off."lj~ 
Sin is merely "the excess in human desires a.no. enaeavore; by 
reverting into the right path, it ceasea. 111-'J It is no won-
o.er that Le gge says, "The mora l s hortco mmgs of a Confucianiet, 
when brought home to him, may a produc~ a feeling of sha me, 
but hardly a conviction of guilt.nlj4- Nor do we have a con-
viction of guilt if we fail to s how g ood manners. We do not 
feel that we have b e en corrupted. But Christiani ty teaches 
that sin is somethi ng vicioue--it is the destruction of God's 
image, the abandonme nt of Goo. and the turn to evil. 
Bin is so vicious tha t " t he wages of sin is de a th"--
spiritual, temporal and eternal. But the Confucianist would 
fail to a.gree with t h is. If he were spirituall y dead, he 
could not attain perfection. Nor does the Confucianist say 
~"e. that~wagee of sin is temporal death; he is unable to explain 
temporal death because he is g e nerally devo id of a deeper 





Yang,££· cit., P• 76: 
Fabe r,££• c i t., p. B5f. 
Legge, Religi ons of C11ina, P• 296. 
Fabe r, 212.· cit., p. ~c. 
know about life: How can we know about aeath? 11 1)6 Although 
ein may not be regara.eo as the cause of death~ it will shorten 
a man's life.1)7 Not only does the Confucianist know nothing 
of spiritual anct temporal aeath, but he ie ignorant also of 
eternal dea th.ljS However, it seems as if both the gooct anct 
the bact pass into some state of conscious existence(although 
Chu Hsi denies a c onscious existence after cteathl>9), where 
they may be happy, be ing in heaven; they are occupiea. with 
the care of the same concerns that interestea them on earth.140 
However, T. Richara.e thinks that there are some vague rewarcts 
141 
ana punishments after death; if th~re are, they are very, 
very vague. In fact, the Coni'ucianist regards it as unfilial 
• to think 01' h ie ancestors as being in hell. 142 Thus it may 
be the system of ancestor worship which ha s prevented. the 
development of the doctrine of a future retribution; we are 
told. that people even prayea. to tyrants. 14> Giles, also, of-
fers a very plausible solution as to why this doctrine of 
retribution after death was not found among the ancient Chinese: 
lj6. Oonfucius, quotea in Storrs,~· cit., p. n.1. 
lj7. Grant 212.· cit., p. 91, tells of .li:mperor Wu Ting 
(lj24-12 64 B. c.~ wb o wa s fr ightenea one time by an evil omen. 
A Mi nister saia.: 11 Be calm your Ma j e sty. Heaven looks down on 
those b e low anct grants them years accord i ng to their compli-
ance with the Immutable La.we. lt is not Heaven which cute off 
man's y e ars prema turely, but man h i mself, who reject i ng virtue, 
whithers his own destiny. 11 
ljS. Parker, Studies in Chinese Religion, p. ell. 
lj9. Moore,~· cit., P• 47. 
140. Legge , k e lig1ons o f China, p. jOO. 
141. T. Richara.s, Ce.lenaar of the Goas in China, p. v. 
142. Soothill, ~· ~-, p. 217. 
14j. Leg g e, Religio ns of China, p. 115. 
"Though no distinct t races of the doctrine of retribution after 
death can be ctiscove r ea among the ancient Chine s e, it must be 
reme mbe rea in this co naection tha t all the books wh ich are the 
s ources of our knowlea ge of the ir relig ion b e fore Kong-tee 
[9onfucius1, have paesea throu g h the hanae e ither of h i mself 
or hie followe rs, ana he alwa.ys r e fusea to expre ss an opinion 
on souls ana their destiny. The doctr i ne of retribution was 
held by the sect of the Tao-~, a na. r e a.c hea. amo ng the m a very 
e laborate form, so tha t it may be r egarde d as probable that it 
was n o t unknown to th e r e ligi on of the Ola Empi r e ." 144 
Howe ver, t he Con:t'ucianiet e do sp,eak of di vine retribution 
for sine, but o n l y in this lit e • 145 (Christiani t y also teaches 
that the ills in this world a re causea. by sin.) Gooa ana baa 
for t une a re the ctire ct results o f g o oa ana evil deeas ( s.ino)--
Yti says: "It is accoraance with the path of right which br i ngs 
gooa f ortune; · it is go ing a gainst it wh ich bring s 111 fortune--
like the sha aow or the e cho. 11146 Whe n fami ne prevailea in a 
certain state, the quest ion was asked.: "Ah, what sin sin we 
toctay?"l47 Anyth i ng d o ne c o ntrary to the Tao, even remotely, 
is a collision with the supre me powe r ana will bring evil 
144. Giles, .Q.E.• cit., p. 29. 
145. The first mention of a. i vine r e tribution is in the 
a.aye of Shun(the secona emperor) who declare s that. He aven 
sends juag ment on the pr i nce of Miao because t his man was a 
r e bel to the way of Heave n ana virtue ana a poo r ruler. It 
was because 01' his moral d e linque ncy that this ruler was 
punished, Soothill, .2£· cit., P• 210. 
146. Yft, quot e a in Soothill, 2..E.· cit., P• 19?· 
147. "King Swan •e Lamentation in a 'l' ime of Drought ana 
Famine, 11 quote ct in Jenni ngs, £E.. Cit., p • j24. 
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results. 11148 Hence, the Chinese recognize that Goa is not 
held responsible for the sutrering s of mankina: "It is not 
UOd who has caused this evil time, but it is y o u who have 
strayed from the ola p a.ths.•114-9 The Confucianiets believe, 
too, that Heaven usea human instruments to punish the wickea 
at times; T'ang saia: "The king of Hsia extinguiahea hie vir-
tue and playtltl. the tyrant ••• Su1'1:'ering from his cruel injuries 
•.• you(people) protestea with one accora your innocence to 
the spirits of heaven ana earth. The way of H~aven is to 
bless the gooa and to punish the bad. It sent down calam-
ities on Hsia, to make manifest its crimes. Therefore, I 
(its) child, receiv i ng the will of Heaven with its etrulgent 
awe, did not dare to forgive, but presuming to offer a sable 
bullock, and making clear announcement to the spiritual 
14-8. DeGroot, .2.E· cit., p. 94. 
149. T'ang, quoted in Giles,££· cit., p. 21. Giles 
also quotes a c onversatio n between Wei Tao-tzu and Yft Li-tzu 
to show that there was doubt in th e ir mind.a c o ncerning God's 
love for good and. hatred for evil-- 11 Is it true that God. loves 
good and\hates evil?" "It ia, 11 replied Yti. 11 In that case," 
rejoined Wei, "goodness should abound in the Empire and evil 
should be sca rce. Yet a mo ng birds, ki tea and fa.Icons outnum-
ber phoenixes; amon g beast s, wolve s are many ana unicorns are 
few; among growing plants, thorns are many and cereals are 
few; among those who eat c ooked food and stand erect, the 
wicked are many and the virt-0us few; and in none of these 
case s can you s a y that the latter are evil and the former 
good. Can it be possible that what man regards as evil, God 
r ega.rcts as good., and vice versa? Is it that God is unable to 
determine the charact er istics of each, and lets each follow 
its own bent and develop good or evil according ly? If He al-
lows good men to be put upon, ana evil to be a source of fear, 
is not t h is to admit that God has Hie likes and d i slikes? 
From of old unt i l now, ti me s of misgovernment have al-vrays ex-
ceeded times of right government; and when men of principle 
have c ontended with the ignoble, the la.tter have usua.lly won. 
Where then is God's love of good and hatred of evil?" 
Sovereign of the High hea vens, requested leave to deal with 
the ruler of Hsia as a er imi nal. u l50 
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We shall now deal with a brief summa ry and evaluation o:t:' 
the Confucian doctrine of sin--Tte source of the doctrines is 
the Confucian Clas s ics; these Class ics teach men to live ac-
cording to the Tao. This Tao is the Will of Heaven, disobedi-
ence of which c onstitut es a sin. If we were to stop here in 
our summa ry, one mi ght be incl inect to think that the Confucia.n 
doctrine is v e ry similar to ours. But, of course, we must go 
on, remembering that Heaven to the Co nrucianist is identified 
with the universe(pantheism) or at best is a Supreme PoW'er. 
'l'hiA b e ing the caoe, an intima te relatio n with a personal God 
is not taught. 151 In fact, to be consistent, man should not 
be held morally r e sponsible to such a Being. However, Con-
fucianism does bind man with certa in commands of Heaven, i.e., 
the Tao. But these co·mma nds speak of a person's re lat i o n to 
hie fellowman--fulfilling the will of Heaven is fulfilling 
your duty to your neig hbor; transg ressing the will of Heaven 
(sinning ) ' is the non-perf ormance of the d uty toward your neigh-
bor. This sinning includes not only what we might call sine 
against the Second Table but also sins against good manners, 




However, ignorance of the se laws often excuses trans-
Boothill, 2.E.· cit., pp. 2ljf. 
Faber, .Q.E.• cit., p. j 4. 
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greasion. Thia leads u s t o the fact t hat the Confucianist 
aoes not r egard sin as a horrible monstrosity--t he fund amen-
tal diffe rence in the c oncept of sin b e twe en Chr istiani ty and 
Confucianism; the Confucia ni s t d oe s n ot regard s i n as an of-
fence a ga i nst the Majesty of a ri ghteous a nd h oly uod, one 
who pun i she s sin wi th spiri tual, t e mporal and e t e rnal d eath 
and all manne r of ills in t his wor ld. Man is c r eated holy; 
e.nd sin, wh ich c onc e rns only huma n r e latio nships, me rely 
dulls the luste r of his mo ral na ture ; r e form fr om wrong-
d o ing is a suf f icie nt p ancea f o r th is. The refo r e , "the ne-
cess i t y of an At one me nt 152 is not conpeived , be cause neither 
the holine s s oi" God, nor t he depth of human sin are taught 
152 . Legg e , Re l igions o f China, pp . 55f, says tha t the 
s a cr if ice s o f t h e anci en~s in no way expresseu a s e n s e of 
guilt, no r wa s t h e sacr if ice int e nde d t o b ear the s i ne o f the 
people a nd o f the e mp~ror in its body, nor in its deat h to 
c a rry the m away. 11 The ide a of s ub st i t u t i on is not in t he sol-
s t i t.;.,t ial or in any ot h e r of t he relig i ous services of the 
Chinese people . 11 These s a.crif ices expres s ed me r e ly a feeling 
of indepe ndence. Legge s a ys, howe v e r, that eve n though the 
i dea of substitution is known in Ch ine se history, it ha s not 
found its way i n t o r el i gi on. ~h ere ia i n t he Shu a document 
of t h e date 1766 B . C.--The story is told of T'ang , a truly 
noble a.nd heroic man, who hav i ng ov e rthrown the dynasty of 
~hang , announc e s that t h r o ugh hi s n ew principles they would 
ent e r a new life. At the c o nclu s ion he said, "Whe n guilt is 
f ound anywhe r e in you who occupy t h e my riad r egi ons, let it 
rest on me, the One man. When gu i lt i s found in me , the One 
man, it shall not attach t o you who occupy the myriad regions. 11 
Howeve r, a seven y ears' drought f o llowe d. It was sugge stea 
that a human victim b e off e r e d i n sacri f ice t o Heaven, and. a 
prayer ma de f or rai n. T •ang s aid , 11 I f a man must be the 'Vic-
tim, I will be he . 11 He f a.st ed, prepare d h i mse lf, dressed in 
white and the n was drawn in a plain ca rriage by wh ite horses 
to a for e st of mulb e rry trees. He the n prayed the re, asking 
wha.t error crime of h i e had caused the calamity; when he fin-
ished speaking rain f e ll. 
in the Clasaica. 1115) As a final remark we may add that the 
Christian missionary will not find that the Confucianist doc-
trine of sin has prepa red the Chinese people for the Gospel, 
for it has failed to give them a deep sense of sin and sin-
fulness a nd the consequences thereof. 
153. Fabe r,~- cit., p. 86. 
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_II. Taoism 
The birth of Lao-tzu is generally regard.ea as being about 
604 B. c. However, Prof. H. Dubs has advanced. a very plausible 
theory placing the ct.ate of Le.o-tzu 'e birth about 300 B. c. or 
somewhat earlier. 1 Lao-tzu was known as Li Er ana honored with 
the posthumous title, Poh-Yang, i.e., Prince Po_sitive(repre-
senting the Male or s t r ong principley. Howeve r, he was simply 
1. Derk Boaoe, "Further Remarks, on the Iaentification of 
Lao Tzu, 11 Jour-nal of the America n Orie ntal Society, Vol. 64 
(Janua ry-March, l9'Q':4), pp. c4f; for further refe rence, if 
necessa.ry, s e e JAOS, December 1941, pp. 215-221. Bod.de wri tee 
as follows: "Professor H. H. Dubs has advancee1 a very plausible 
theory for the identification of Lao Tzu(the puz zling figure 
of Chinese philosophy). His theory hinges upon these facts or 
a ssumpt ions: 1 (1) The Shi h Chi'~ biog raphy o f Lao Tzu's son, 
whose personal name was Tsung~ , as hav i ng b e en enf'e off'ea 
{given into s e rvitude, or vasealage]at a place called. Tuan-
kan f!l -=::p; elsewhe re in the Shih Chi, unde r the year 273 
B. c., there is a refere nce to a c e r t ain Viscount of Tuan-kan; 
(J) in the parallel passag e in the Chan-Kuo Ts'~, from which 
t b is Shih Chi passa ge is dra wn, the s ame inaividual is refer-
r e d. to as Tuan-kan Ch 1ung ~ ; ( 4) the orthographic and. phonetic 
aiffe rences between Tsung and. Oh'ung are of n o significance, 
and Lao Tzu's son, Ts ung , is the r e lore to be identifi ed. with 
the Chan-kuo ts'e's Tuan-kan Ch'ung and the Shih chi's V1scount 
of Tuan-kan; "'(5")-hence Lao Tzu h i ms e lf may be aat ect around the 
year JOO B. c., or perhaps somewhat e a rlier, r ather than int~ 
sixt h c entury B. c., as trad1t ionally supp osed.." This Derk 
Boctei e had. a frienaly discussion in t he JAOS with Profes s or H. 
Dubs and admits that Du"oo' ide ntification of Lao Tzu's son, 
"as an excellent probabi li ty, even though, in the nature of 
t hing s, it can ne v e r be o.o solut e ly prove a. 11 There a re also 
three prominent Chinese schola.rs who have clai me d. the identi-
fication of Lao Tzu's son, Tsung , with Tuan-ka n Ch'ung; they 
are: Yao Fan(1702-1771), Ka o Heng(b. 1s99), a nd Lo Ken-tee. 
Lo Ken-tee cites his two fellow countryme n and then elaborates 
further on the theory. 
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cnllea Lao-tzu, i.e., the Ola Philosopher. The story 10 
often told of a meeting between Lao-tzu a.na Contucius, but 
even rna.ny of the actvocatee of the early birth of Lao-tzu re-
gard. it ae tradition. Ana if the later birth date of La.o-tzu 
ie given creaence, then the meeting of these two philosophers 
is entire ly fictitious. 
Another story is told. of La.o-tzu•e withdrawal from public 
lif e ; on r e aching the frontier of his stat e , he was askea by 
the ward.en of the pass to commit his pr i nciples to writing for 
the benefit of humanity. The Tao Teh King is saia to have 
been . the r e sult. The authenticity of.this tale is also die-
putea. Yet, thel'fao Teh King una.oubtealy contains many of La.o-
t zu • s views with various aa.aitions.2 "Tah" is "virtue;~ 
'
1 King 11 i s "classic; 11 ana tht! definition of "Tao" wi l l be dis-
cuesea shortly; although Lao-tzu discusses "Tao" in the firs't 
chapter, ana hence the name. We may then call it the't,lassic 
of Tao ana Teh. 11 It was given this name by Hattan Tsung, the 
seventh Emperor of the T'ang dynasty, about the eighth cen-
tury A. o.3 T.he style of the Tao Teh King is very terse, and 
consequently extremely difticult to translate and. understand.. 
"He often seems to be struggling to express though t s too deep 
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of Taoism;5 although DeGroot mentions the Four Books anct Five 
Classics as being the scripture of Taoism aleo.6 However, thie 
sta&ient undoubtedly refers to later Taoism. For La.o-t zu, s 
teachings are much different from those of Confucius and the 
Classics. 
Tao is not the name of a person but of a concept or idea. 
Primarily it means "way" or "path; 11 then "doctrine;" in the 
discussion of Confucianism we saw that it was used in the sense 
of the ri g ht pnth in which one ought to go--both Lao-tzu and 
Confucius would agree on this definition, but the manner in 
which one is to travel the Way is thei.r point of depa rture; 
Tao is also use d in John 1:1 as a translation of' the "Word," 
11 Logos;" "many European scholars have boldly trans lated it 
Reason, thereby identifying it with tbe Platonic Logos. 11 7 
It is a very difficult matter to define Tao. Legge re-
marks that if -Lao-tzu found it difficult to express his own 
idea of Tao,, it is not to be marvelled at, that_ students of 
his book after 2500 years find the. same difficulty.S "The 
very name of Tao is only adopted for convenience I sake, 11 
says T'ai Kung Tiao.9 Lao-tzu discusses the Tao in the first 
chapter of his Tao Teh King. 10 Soothill would have us try to 
5. Hume, 2£· cit., p. 135. 
6. DeGroot, .2.£· £.!."t·, p. 24 . 
7. F. H. Balf our, "Taoism," quoted in Religious Systems 
of the World, P• 77. 
- ~- Legge, Religions of China, p. 212. 
9. T'ai Kung Tiao quot e d in Soothill, .££• cit., P· 55; 
Soothill me nt i ons that Legg e translate s t~us: "T~name Tao is 
a metaphor, used for the purpose of description." 
10. Ca.rus tra nslates the first chapt e r of Lao-tzu•s Canon 
of Reason and Virtue p. 7Jf, as follmvs, using "Reason" for - -- ' 
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~conceive of the i dea, in the pantheistic eense, . of a Power, 
'a pow8 r that make s for r ighteousness,' immat e rial, indefin-
able, et e rnal, ubiquitous , which finds the diffe rential ex-
pression in multitud i n ou s forms , or powe rs, the n you will have 
some conceptio n of t he ide a wh ich La.ocius se e ms to be striv i ~ 
to exhibit. u ll 'l'ao is describe d as the first cause and crea-
tive f orce in Na ture, whi ch pe rmeat es t h e unive rse , also sus-
tai n i ng and r egula ting it by the Tao's et e rnal, immutable 
laws--"Tao b e g ets o ne . One beg e ts t wo, e t c. 1112 Lao-tzu speaks 
of t he Tao as impe rsonal and a gain as lovi ng , whic h is def in1.i;eq 
a contradict ion in it se lf; for an imp~rsonal Beine; cannot love 
or ha te. Tao is suppose d t o h a v e exist ed f rom all ete r n ity; 
La.o-t zu says t hat the i mage of it exist e d b e fore Go d Himself. 
It ie all-pervasive; the r e ie no place whe re it is not. Huai-
nan-tzu, an e minent writ e r on Tao ist philosophy asked, "What 
is Tao?" "It is tha t which supports heaven and covers the 
earth; it has no bounda ri e s, no limits; its he i ghts cannot be 
measured , nor its d epths f a t h omed; i t enfolds the entire uni-
Tao: 11 1. The Re a;on that can be r e a son e d is not the eternal 
Re ason. 'l'he n a me t hc1.t can be named is not the eternal Name. 
The Unnamable is of h eave n and earth t h e b eginni ng . The 
Na mable becomes of the t e n t housand t h i ng s the Mother. 
"'r e r e fore it is s a id: 
c~ 'He who desire less is f ound 
The spir i tual of the wo r ld wi l l sound. 
But he who b y d esire is b ouna 
Se e s the me r e shell of t h i n g s around.' 
11 3. Thes e two thin g s are the s a me in source 
name. The ir s ame ne s s is calle a a myst e ry. 
myst e ry o f mys ter i e s. Of all spir i tuality 
11. Soothill, ~- £1..1•, P• 47. 
12. Yang ,~· cit., p. 149f. 
but different in 
Indeed, it is the 
it ie the door." 
verse in its embrace, and confers visibility upon that which 
of itself is formlesa ... Jt is so tenuous and subtle that it 
pervades everything just as water pervades mire. It is by 
Tao that mountains are high ana abysses deep; that bea.ste 
walk and birds fly; that the sun anct moon are bright; ana 
the stars r evolve in their courees ..• When the spring winds 
blow, the sweet rain: . . falle, anct all things live ana. grow. The 
feathered ones brood and hatch, the furry ones breed and bear; 
plants and trees put forth all their glorious exuberance of 
foliage, birds lay e gg s, and animals produce their young; no 
action is visible outwardly, and yet ~he work is completed. 
Sha dowy and indistinct , it has no form. Indistinct and shad-
owy, its resources have no end. Hidden and obscure, it rein-
forces all th i n g s out of formlessness . Penetra ting and per-
meating everyth i n g , it neve r acts in vain. 1113 Balfour thinks 
tha t our word "Nature" is much the same thing. "Translate 
Tao, as used in this sense, by our common word Nature--or, if 
you pret"er it, Principle, Course, or Way of Nature--and I think 
we shall have discove rea the key to Taoism; using the word, ot 
course, not as applied/poetically to the visible Universe, the 
na tura naturata., but in the sense of natura naturane, the ab-
stract Cause, the initial Principle of life ana order, the 
hypostatic quidct.ity which underlies all phenomena; and of 
which they are a manifestation only. 111'+ We may therefore say 
13. Hui-nan-tzu, quoted in Balfour, .2.E.· cit., P· 77f. 
1~. Balfour, .2£,• cit., P• 7S. 
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that Taoism is the philosophy of . Nature, and. Tao ists are nat-
uralistic philosophe rs. ttTo sum up then, Laocius presents ua 
with an impersonal Tao, that is to say, an impers onal Prin-
ciple or Power, which, viewed. in the absolut e sense, is in-
scrutable, indefinab le, and. impossible to name. Viewea in the 
relative sense, it appears under many guises and in eve ry part 
of the universe . It cannot be correctly translated. as God.. 
Indeed., in one obscure passag e he says, 'It appears to have 
b een before Goct.• Tao is, howev e r, the source and. support of 
all things. Calmly, wit h out effort, and. unceasingly, it works 
for good ." l5 
Co n sidering this def inition of Tio and. the fact that 
Taoism is e v oluti onistic, 16 the question has b een raised. as 
1~. Soothill, 5212.. cit., p. 49. 
l b . Balfour ,.££· .£1:!.·, pp. 78-SO, describes the Taoist's 
evolut1on of the wor ld--Chuang-tzu says: "There was a time when 
all th i n g s h a d a b eginning . 'The time when there was yet no be-
ginning ha d a b eginning it self. There was a b eginning to the 
time when the time that had. no beg inni ng had. not begun. There 
is existence, and. there is also non-existence. In the time 
which h a d. no beginning there existed. Nothing--or a Vacuum. 
When the time which had. no b eginning ha d. not yet begun, then 
ther e also existed. Nothing . t>uctd.en1ly, there wa.s Noth ing ; 
but~ cannot b e known, r espe cting existence and. non-existence, 
what was certainly existing ana what was not." Lieh-tzu, an-
other prominent writ e r of this school says: "The re is Lite 
that is uncre ated.; there is a Transforme r wh o is changeless. 
The Uncreated. a l one can produce life; the Chang e less alone 
can evolve c hange . ~ hat Life cannot but p roduce; that Trans-
former cannot but transf orm. Wherefore creations and trans-
f ormations are p erp e tual, Anct these p e rpetual crea~ions and 
trans formati ons continue throu gh all time. They are seen in 
the Male and Female Principles of Nature, They are displayed. 
in the Four Se as ons. The Uncreated. stanas, as it were, alon~; 
The Change less come s and. g oes ; His duration can have no enct, 
Peerless ana One--His ways are past f inct.ing out. '1 An Emperor 
wanted to k llOW whether ma~ter has existed. from all eternity; 
the philosopher evades by saying that no recoras remain of the 
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to whether or not the Taoist system incluaes a Pers onal Cre-
ator ana M0 ral Gov e rnor of the Unive rse. Thie is a very dif-
ficult question--true, there are frequent refere nces in the 
Taoist classics to some Being , Powe r, etc., who is spoken of 
as the Crea tor. 11 Ti 11 (Goa 7 ) also appears. "But such allusions 
are very obscure, v e ry vague, v e ry inaetinite; while the term 
which is generally usect for the v e r~ 'to create' impl ies lees 
creation, as we unae rstana it, than transformation or me ta.-
morphosis.1117 Nor does there se e m to be any relation between 
this "very shaaowy Creator'' ana the Tao. Tao is suppose d. to 
be impersonal anct passionless, ana. theretore cannot be Goa.; 
in fact, the Tao Teh Ki ng spe aks of Tao in direct antithesis 
to God. Then a gain we see that the working s of the Tao ex-
plain eve ryt h i ng s o that the r e is nei ~her the room nor neces-
sity for a Personal Creator. In the woras o f Lucre tius: ''Na-
ture le seen to do e·veryth i. ng of herse lf spontaneously, with-
out the mea.aling of the gocts. 1118 Howeve r, Legge is inclined · 
to believe that Lao-tzu did belie ve in a Goa. 19 
It would see m as if •raoism should s p eak of no moral 
r e spo nsibility since the r e is no p e rsonal Goa, ana since man 
is to be rega rded ae simply a part of the Unive r se, an off-
time before matt e r exist ea, ana that all such knowlea ge ie 
beyona the scope of humanity. Ab out the ext ent of the uni-
v e rse he says: 11 Heaven ana .14..:ar Gh a.re simply c o ntaine d. in the 
g r e at who le of the intinite Unive rse; ana how can we tell 
whether there may not be an Unseen Universe, above, and be-
yo nd that smaller Cosmos that is within the range of our per-




Balfour,~· cit., p. SO. 
Lucretius, quoted in Baltour, 2£· cit., P• SO. 
Le gge, Religions of China, p. cc7. 
shoot of creation, a manifestation, like. everything else of 
the universal and inherent Tao.~0 But they teach that Tao 
is the Bupreme · taw of Nature; hence man must conform to the 
61 
21 
Tao-. For, since the original constitution of every man 1s 
the direc~ gift · of Tao--or rather, an actual part of Tao it-
eelf--it follows that it should be jealously preserved intact, 
in all its pristine p~rity. This preservation of his Heaven-
implanted Nature(Tao) is the grand and primary object of the 
true Taoist; 22 it is his law, the tran~greesion of which(i.e., 
the loss of the Heaven-implanted Tao) is a sin. Anything 
which disturbs the natural or inherent constitution of man, 
1.e., Hie Heaven-implanted Tao, is called the human Tao· or 
the human nature of man, in contradistinction to the Heavenly 
Tao. 2 j 
Both La.o-tzu and Ohuang-tzu taught that there was a time 
when man had no human Tao; he wa s governed completely by the 
Heavenly'Tao--tbis was the primitive state of innocence. "In 
the days when natural instincts prevailed, men moved quietly 
and gazed steadily. At that time there were no roads over 
mountains, nor boats, nor bridges over water. All things were 
produced each for its own proper sphere. Birds and beasts 
multiplied; trees anct shrubs grew up. 'l'he former might be 
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nest~ For then man dwelt with birds and beaete, and all cre-
ation wae one. There w~re no distinctions of good and bad. 
men. Being all9:1ually without 'knowledge', their virtue could 
not go astray. Being all equally without evil desires, they 
were in a state of natural integrity, the perfection of human 
existence ••• [omisaion of almost a page] In that Golden Age of 
innocence the peopl~ were uprig ht and correct, without knowing 
that to be so wae righteousness; they loved one another, with~ 
out knowing that to d·o so wa s benevolence; they were honest 
and leal-hearted, without knowing that it was loyalty; they 
fulfilled their engagements, without knowing that to do so 
was good faith; in their simple doings they employed the ser-
vices of one another, without thinking that they were confer-
ring or receiving any gift. 11 c4 Might it not be possible to 
compare this state of innocence with that of Adam and Eve? 
Although we do not wish to state the following ae a doctrine 
or engage in a quarrel over it, yet it would seem that Adam 
and Eve also knew only g ood. Tru~ God had given them a neg-
ative command, not to eat of the forbidden tree, but their will 
coincided exactly with God's. Their nature was so constituted 
that they obeyed God's will without striving, without making 
a choice, etc. Intuitively they did goon, without, perhaps, 
realizing that not to do eo was evil. In other words, was it 
possible that they didn't distinguish good and evil as such, 
since, they performed only that which was good? At least, it . 
c4. Chuang-tzu, quoted in Soothill, .2.E,• cit., PP· 59-61. 
might be said that this Taoistic Golden Age of innocence is 
an echo of the original state of innocence. It must be re-
garded only as an echo, for no mention is made of God, of Hie 
will, and of the other details mentioned in Scripture. 
Man is supposed to have fallen f rom this state of inno-
cence, but the Taoists fail to tell us when this occurrea. 
But, in contrast to .the Christian doctrine, they do not re-, 
gard the devil as the driving force behind the fall. In fact, 
very little is said about the devil. 2? Taoism rather places 
the blame for the fall directly on the sages, those whom the 
Confucianists regarded as embodiments of virtue ana whose 
c6 
teachings were to be followed. (Of course the Taoists fail 
to explain who or what caused the sages to fall from the state 
of innocence and there by become evil.) Cht.iang-tzu says that 
the people were innocent until "sages came to worry them with 
ceremonies and music in order to rectify them and aanglea cha.Tit 
and duty to one's neighbour before them in order to satisfy 
c5. Oarus, Canon of Reason~ Virtue, p. ljc, Lao-tzu•e 
theory is that the devil 1s nature consists in attempting to 
act like . God. This is the only reference to a devil which I 
have found in earlier Taoism. 
~6. Soothill, £12..· cit., p. 63f, quotes an old fisherman: 
"As to Yao and Shun, what claim have they to praise? Their 
fine distinctions simply amounted to knocking a hole in the 
wall in order to 1t~p it up with brambles; to combing each 
individual hair; to counting the grains for a rice-pudding. 
How in the name of goodness did they profit their generation? 
, •• The struggle for wealth is so seve r e. Sons murder their 
fathers; ministers their princes; men rob in broad daylight, 
ana bore through •alls at high noon. I tell you that the 
root of this great evil is from Yao and Shun, and that its 
branches will extend into a thousand ages to come, A thoueaili 
a g es hence, man wi 11 be f eeo.ing upon man.'' 
64 
their hearts~then the people began to stump anQ limp about 
in their love of knowleage, and to struggle with each other 
in their desire for gain. This was the error of the aages."~7 
Teaching people to perform certain duties, instead of letting 
them follow their natural instincts, leads them away from Tao, 
the original state of innocence. 28 Thie departure from the Tao 
29 
constitutes sin; it is the root of all evil. A Taoist says: 
; 
11 When the Great Method. [Jao] was abanaonea, benevolence and 
righteousness came in; wisdom and shrewanees arose, and there 
ensuea great hypocrisy. When harmony no longer prevailea through 
out the six kinships, filial sons became known; when states and 
clans fell into disord~r, loyal ministers appearea. 11 jO ''Benev-
olence is rather an offensive virtue than otherwise, for the 
me~ idea of it connotes inferiority and misery of one man, ac~ 
the condescending patronag e of another; but I cannot give you 
a cast-iron rule for all hypothetical sets of circumstances,• 
says this Taoist.jl Thus, filial piety, benevolence, right-
eousness, etc., which are the highest ethical notions of Con-
27. Chuang-tzu, quotea in Soothill, .2E.· cit. • p. 61. 
~g. Chuang-tzu illustrat e s this theory witli' an example 
of' horses: "Horses live on dry lana, eat g rass, ana drink 
water. When pleasea, they rub their necks together. When 
angry, they turn around ana kick up their heels at each other. 
Thus far only do their natural dispositions carry them. But 
bridled and bitted, with a plat e of metal on their foreheads, 
they learn to cast ~iO:-ious looks, to turn the heaa to bite, to 
resist, to get the bit out o! mouth, or briale into it. Ana 
thus their natures become depravea--the fault of Poh Loh the 
one who captured them. 11 Quoted by Sootbill, 2£· cit., p. 60. 
29. Parker, China!!.!!£. Religion, P• 4j. 
50. Taoist Philosopher, quoted by Legge, Religion of ChiB:!_, 
p. ?j. 
,.;1. Taoist, quoted by Parker, Stuaies in Jhinese Religion, 
p. 7c.. 
fucianis~, are in the eyes of La.o-tzu a decay for morale; for 
· the so-oallea. virutes owe their existence to the prevalence 
3~ of the opposite vices. 
The true Taoist wants to re~urn to this origina l state 
-
of innocence i'f he has fallen. If he has not fallen, h ie pri-
mary objective is the preservation of his Heaven-implantea. Na-
33 
ture. Both of the;se ict.eas mean the same thing: conformity 
in all things to · Tao-.J4 living as did men in the state of inno-
cence. The virtues as such should. be abana.onea if filial pi~ty 
is to return ana crime to cease. Le.o-tzu says: 11 1. Abana.on 
your saintliness; put away your prudence; and the people will 
gain a huna.re a.folaJ 2. Abancton your benevolence; put away your 
justice; ana. the people will return to filial piety ano. paternal 
devotion. j. Abana.on smartness; an outward show of learning 
g ive up gree~ and thieves ano roboera will no longer exist."j5 
One should not try to improve upon things as they are in their 
natural state, nor shoula he interfere with anything. A person 
should be completely pas s ive, for by yieil.c1ing himself to Tao, 
unresisting, unetriving , he will reach his highest wellbeing.j6 
Balfour very fitting ly calls·it 11 masterly inactivity ... j7 "In 
aa.aition to the idea of unct.isturbea quiescence it embraces also 
Jc. Legge, Religions 2.f. China, p. 5j. 
j3. Balfour, 2£• ~-, p. 81. 
j~. Soothill, ~- cit., p. 4S, says that 
human life as a morar-principle in the form of 
hence the name Tao Teh King, or Classic of Tao 
55. La.o-tzu, Canon of Reason~ Virtue, 
Carue, P· S5. 
j6. Ibia., P• 49 • 
.,7. Balfour, 2£· cit., P• 82. 





that of spontaneity and designlessness; so that even the rigid 
adherence to an inactive policy is robbed of its virtue if it 
be adopted. with intent. The very effort to obtain possession 
of Nature Tao, says Ohuang-tzu, defeats itself, and for the 
simple reason tha t it IS an ef f ort. 11 j 8 A man must not form 
schemes or plans; he must simply accept things as they come. 
The Taoist condemns qver-leg islation, justly pointing to the 
pect.dling, medaling system of so-called paternal government as 
the cause of anarchy and ruin. Leave the people alone, is 
the maxim of Taoism; don't harass them with perpetual inter-
ference; cause them to be desireless.39 Let things take their 
course and find their level; let the people develop their 
resources in a nat ura l and spontaneous way. The rulers are 
not to disturb the native simplicity of their subjects; this 
excludes the introduc t i on of new t ools, etc. "The secret of 
happ iness is to be foWld in quiescence, simplicity, ana con-
tent; and the only way to attain these is to bring body, pas-
sion~ intellect, and will into absolute conformity with Nature 
II t+O Tao. 
JS. .·Ibid., 
_;9. Lao-tzu, Canon of Reason ~ Virtue, p. 75, says!, 
11 1. Not boasting of one's worth forestalls people's envy. 
Not prizing treasures difficult to obtain ke e ps people from 
committing theft . 2. Not contemplat ing what king s desire 
keeps the heart unconfused.. 3. Therefore the holy man when 
he governs empties the people's hearts but fills their stomacils. 
ae we~ens their ambition but strengthens their bones. Al-
ways he keeps the people ·unsophisticated and without desire. 
He causes that the crafty do not dare to act . When he acts 
with non-assertion there is nothing ungoverned.." 
t+(). Balfour,££· cit., PP· 82f. 
It would be well theref~e to give up all s"tuay and. the 
pursuit of knowledge, 41 ana return to the absolutely simple 
life of Tao. 
~ 
This has lead many Taoists to become hermits.'+ 3 
Balfour expresses their idea of happiness thus: "Perfect in-
difference to · 1ove ana hate; the annihilation of all passions, 
desires, and even preferences; no striving or wishing to 
strive; nothing but;profound apathy and absolute insensibility 
to those things which, painful or pleasurable, wear out the 
11 ves of men. 1144 
However not all Taoists become hermits. '!'heir "masterly 
inactivity" is not really supposed to exclude activity. (But 
the ideal~hermits definitely does). This we have set forth 
in the following statement: 11 The ref ore the true Sag e look ea up 
to Heaven, but did not (meddle with its course by) 'assisting' 
it; perfectea himself in virtue without its embarrassing him; 
41. Chuang-tzu protested against the reverence paid to 
tradition, books, and to authori~y by the Confucian school. 
He also said: "Wherever one's treasure may be, thi t her will 
"the heart of man follow it. 11 l'b1ft·, p • S5. 
42. Soothill, 2£· cit., p. 9. 
i+j. Balfour, .Ql?.• cit., p. S4, says that some of these 
Taoist hermits are supposed to be in the mountains; "their 
faces are washed by the rains of heaven, and their hair combea. 
by the wind~. Their arms are crossea upon their breasts, anQ 
their nails have grown so long that they curl around their 
necks. Flowers and grass have take n root in their bodies ana 
f lourish luxuriantly; when a man approaches the, they turn 
their eyes upon h :i.tp, but do not speak. Some of them are over 
three hundred years old; some, not much over a century; but 
all have attained to immortality, and some day they will fina 
that their bodies, which have been so long in wearing out, 
will collapse from sheer withdrawal of vitality, and their 
spirits will be set; free." 
44. Ibia., P• Sj . 
68 
proceeded accorning to Tao without planning (and scheming); 
allied himself with virtue without trusting to it; pursued 
righteousness without laying it up; reaponned to ceremonies 
without tabooing them; undertook and did not withdraw from 
human affaire;
4
? aajustea their laws so as to be without con-
fusion; trusted the people and did not slight them; made use 
of (men and) thing s; and did not discara them; (while recog-
nizing his own, or the things') insufficiency for doing, yet 
that there could be no not doing." 4 6 
Whether a Taoist becomes a he.rmi t or remains in contact 
with socie·ty, he is to give himself over completely to Tao.47 
Since this includes humility, the absence of every taint of 




the return of good for evil, Lao-tzu would justly condemn 
45. The Taois"ts may even be sta.tesmen, but they are al-
ways the same whether living in the palace or living in a mean 
and dirty lane and drinking from a gourd--they are the trustea. 
ministers o:t· the monarch; Balfour, 2..£· cit., p. Sj. 
46. Chuang-tzu, quotea. in Sootnil-Y:-£12· cit., p. 65. 
47. A Taoist tola Leg ge that his study baa convinced hill 
that he could never attain the ideal of La.o-tzu. He had almost 
resignea. himself to despair; but one day he read some Christian 
tracts and said: "I read them, and it was as ii' scale t; fell 
from my eyes. 11 Legge, Religions of China, p. 297. 
48. Balfour, £12· cit., p. SB, refers to the "Book of 
Plain Words," (245 B. c:Y-ana compares it with our "Book of 
Proverbs." Among the many woras of wisa.om are these: "There 
is nothing that will enable you to pursue your course in greate1 
peace than the patien"t bearing of insult. 11 
49. Legge, Religions of Chins, p. 2b~; Balfour, £12• cit., 
p. 84, quotes Lao-tzu's famous woras: 11 R~compense i.njury wTI1i 
kinaness. 11 
50 
haughtiness, war, strife, selfishness in thought, wora, ana. 
cteea, etc., etc. : Small wonaer then that La.o-tzu made this 
observation: 11 There is no, ·sin greater than giving rein to 
' 
desire; there is no misery grea~er than Qiecontent; there 
is no calamity more direful than the greea of gain. There-
fore the sufi'iciency of contentment is an everlasting euf-
51 
ficiency.•• · However, Lao-tzu makes very few specific re-
-
ferences to sin; he mentions vices, etc., but does not enu-
merate them. His emphasis was on the return to Tao; as a 
fruit of the return the vices, whate•er they may be, would 
vanish. The only concept ot sin which can be gleanea from 
such a philosophy is that sin is 11 an outrage upon the eternal 
5c:! 
principles of Nature Tao." 
A return to Tao will purify the moat wicked of men anct 
will free the most guilty from punishment. 5-' Lao-tzu says!, 
"By purifying, by cleansing and. protouna intuition he can be 
free from faults. 11 54 In Taois~ as in Confucianism, sin is 
something which can be cast off by man himself. It does not 
corrupt the entire man as Christianity teaches. Nor woula 
it seem as if' sin should. require any ' kina. of atonement. 
But Lao-tzu speaks otherw:1'.se: '''l'hererore the holy man says: 
50. When the world is in con:r o rmity with 'l'ao, 11 race 
horses are reeervea for hauling aung;" when it has left 
Tao, war horses are commonly brect, says Lao-tzu, Canon of 
Reason ana Virtue, p. 106. 
51:--Lao-tzu, . quotea in Balfour, .2E· £1!.·, p. S4; cf. 
Oarus' tranela"tion of these word.a, .£12.· cit., P• 106. 
~~- Parker, China~ Religion, p:--Irj. . 
?)• Parker, Stuaies ~ Chinese Religion, P· 7~• 
~4. Lao-tzu, Canon of Reason ai:w. Virtue, P• 79• 
'Him who the country's sin makes his, 
We hail as pries't at the great sacrifice. 
Him who the curse bears of the coun~ry•s 
failing. 
As king of the empire we are hailing.'"55 
70 
"In China the emperor takes the guilt of the whole nation 
upon himself when he brings his annual sacrifice, a full 
burnt o:t'fering, to Shang 'l'i the Lorq'on High, ana this is 
expressea in the qu?tation of this chapter which thus bears 
a remarkable similarity to the Christian doctrine that Christ 
as the High Priest takes the sins of mankina upon his own 
shoulaers. Here is another ooinoiaence of the East with the 
west. The priest according to the primitive custom speaks 
in the name of the sacrificial animal, ana the sacri!"icial 
~6 animal represents the goa. himself," says Carus. Wha't part 
t his doctrine playea in Lao-tzu's philosophy we are unable 
to state. 
'!'he punishment for sin, for e1eparture from Tao, is 
recognizea. 'l'he law of cause and. effect .is immediately put 
into operation; Parker says that the penalties of Tao are 
sharp and prompt.,7 But reference to these penalties is 
quite vague--"trouble and an unnatural Cleath. 11 :>3 But the 
cause of aeath is not to be founCl in sin; death is the common 
55• Ib1C1., p. lc8. 
56. Carus, comments on his translation of The Canon of 
Reason and. Virtue, pp. 1S5f. 
57:--Parker, Studies in Chinese Reli~ion, 
5S. Ibid., p. 170, Carus gives Lao- zu•s 
given this meaning: "While the mass of mankind 
and self-willed, which 1eaC1s to trouble ana. an 






lot of all and is a going home. Lieh-tzu says: "Poverty 
ie the common lot of scholars, and death is the end of us 
all. What cause for sorrow is there, then, in quietly 
fulfilling one •s destiny and awaiting the close of lite?" 
11 Death is to life as going away is to coming. How can we know 
that to die here is not to be born elsewhere? How ca.n we 
tell whether, in th~ir eager rush, for life, men are not 
under a delusion? How can I tell whether, if I die to-day, 
my lot may not prove far preferable to what it was when I 
war originally born?" "AhJ men know the dreadfulness of 
death; but they do not know its rest • 11 "How excellent is it, 
that from all antiquity Death has been the common lot of 
menJ It is repose for the good.man, and. a hiding-away of the 
bad. Death is just a going home again.59 The c1eac1 are 
those who ha.ve gone home, while we, who are living, are still 
· 60 
wanderers." This is the philosophic Taoism which regards 
sin as a transgression of the immutable laws of Nature and 
which knows nothing of an eternal punishment for sin. 
But the Taoism which prevails in China today is in no 
way connecta with the philosophy of Lao-t•u and his Tao Teh 
59. Chuang-txu says: 11 H0 w do I know that the love of 
life is not a delusion, and that the dislike of death is not 
like a chila that is lost and does not know the way home?" 
Soothill, ~- ci.t., p. 6e. 
«,a.Lieh-tzu, quoted in Balfour, 21?.• cit., p. Sl. 
72 
·x1ng.6l Huang-ti, the Yellow Emperor, is olaimea as the real 
founder,62 althought it is Chang Tao-ling(b. 3~ A. u.) who 
moulded the religious thinking of the Taoists. "J'rom the days 
of Tao Ling, the progress of Taoism has been downwards. 116j 
Tao Ling I a teachings were baaed on "The Book of Ohangee II rather 
than on the ethical teach~!lgS of Lao-tzu; 64 the emphasis was 
placed on the magica~ aide of Chinese philosophy and practice. 
Yang, however, thinks that the mysticism of Lao-tzu, appealea 
to Tao Ling and his society; and, feeling the neea of a sacred 
book, they borrowea the Tao Teh King for this purpose; realiz-
ing also that they had no outstanding figure as the founder of 
their society, they appropriated Lao-tzu.65 Be that as it may, 
it ie generally known that this Taoism was a mass ot· supersti-
tions and sacrifices not digested into any system.66 But after 
the introduction of Buddhism into China, Taoism began to take 
shape as a relig ion; it was the Buddhistic influence which did 
much to mould Taoism as a religion.67 Although Taoism anti 
61. Yang, 2£• £.1.i•, p. 143. 11 Its development in Ohina 
from the T'ang dynasty onward would not have been much dif-
ferent from what it has been if no relation with Lao Tzu had 
been established. The true source of Taoism is rightly placed 
in the mythical ••• Yellow EmPeror and the ascetic Chang Tao-
ling ra'ther than in the ethical recluse, Lao Tzu, 11 writes 
Ferguson, 2£• cit., p. 22. _ 
62. Huang-ti is reported to have ruled at the dawn of 
history. Not only did he, the Yellow Emperor, have a miracu-
·1oua. birth, but his whole reign was filled with marvelous 
events, says Ferguson, 2£• cit., p. 21. 
~3. Soothill, 2£• ~·, P• 73. 
64. Ferguson, 2£· .£.hl•, p. lj. 
65. Yang, 2.12.· cit., P• 144. 
66. Legge,--rhe~ligions of China, p. 170. 
67. Ibid. Balfour, ££· cit., P• 76, gives this general 
characterization of Taoism anctthe Buctcthietic influence: "Taoism 
Buaahism differea greatly in doctrine, there was haraly an 
attempt on the part of Taoism to refute any of the doctrines 
of Buddhism. 'frue, Taoism was a revolt against Budahism be-
cause of its foreign origin, but ~at the same time it did not 
hesitate to copy slavishly its whole system of organization ... 68 
Thus, only after Buddhism enterea, did Taoism have temples, 
liturgies, forms of public worship, so-oallea "priests," eto.69 
; 
It reachea tha stage of an organizea religion in the seventh 
century A. D. 7o 
During the Ya.an Dynasty(l2SO-ljb8 A. D.) the position of 
. 
Lao-tzu really became fixeu in Taoism. Previously Lao-tzu 
had been canonized by T'ang T 1ai Tsung(a. 649 A· D.) with the 
title of Hst1an Yt1an Huang-ti, "Emperor of Mysterious Orig i n." 
The Yt1an dynasty connected itself with the first two charac-
ters in Lao-tzu•s name(Hedan Ytia.n) in the same way as T'ai 
Tsung had connectea himself with Lao-tzu because of their 
having a common surname. The connection of Lao-tzu with the 
with which we have to deal to-day, bears, it is true, many 
of the outward and. visible signs of a religious system; but 
this is a mark of aegraaation, ana is due in a very large 
measure to the contaminating influence of its contact with 
those grosser developments or popular Budahiem Which flourish 
so rankly among the lower classes of Ch inese. At present Tao-
ism is a base and abject superstition, a religion in the worst 
ana lowest sense, a foolish idolatry eupportea by an ignorant 
ana venal priesthooa commanuing the respect of no single class 
in the community; a system of unreasoning creaulity on the one 
hana, ana of hocus-pocus ana imposture on the other.M 
68. Ferguson, 2£.· cit., p. lb. 
69. Legge, Religions of China, p. 130. 
70. Ferguson, 2.2..· £.!!.•, p. 14. 
reigning houses ('1' 'ang ana Yf1an) haa. a profounci influence71 on 
the people, oaueing the religion to spreaa quite rapictly.72 
A sketch of Taoism woula. not be complete wi thout a few 
Paragraphs concern1· ng the "priest a." The pre e t ( 1910) p s n ope, 
-
High Priest, or Grana Wizara is Chang, commonly spoken of as 
Ohang T 1ien Shih, or Chang the Heavenly Teacher.7J There ie 
also a regular ora.er ~na. a lay oraer of priests. The regular 
priests are unahavea; the lay priests are generally marriea. 
The ,priesthooa does not seem to be limi tea to the male sex 
only, for there are lay priestesses, pythonesses, or exor-
71. Soothill, .QE.·. cit., p. 7 j, claims that the influ-
ence of Taoism is grea~ than gene rally realizea--emperore 
have been its devot tJe s; it has a :ffectea the Court ot· China, 
po l itics ana the national relig ion for hunareas of y ears. 
I n fact, Taoism may have been the cause of the burni ng of 
the ancient books by Ch'in Shih Huang-ti. 
7c. !ergu~on, .QE• cit., p. c); on t b is pag e - Ferguson 
also states that aur1n g the r e ign of the Yfian Empe ror, T'ien 
Li(ljc9-l))c A. LJ.), Chao Meng-f u wrote on an imme nse atone 
table, which is well preservea in the larg e Tung Yo Temple 
outsia e the Oh •ao Yang Men. The inscription is one of the 
most authoritative expositions o:f Taoism. Taoism is here 
r e f e rrea to as Heftan Ohia insteaa of Tao Chiao. "The T'ang 
aynasty founa.ea Taoism ana the YUan dynasty stabilizea it.w 
75. Balfour, 2.2.· cit., p. 90; he aaas t nis bit o f in-
teresting inrormat~on onthe Taoist Pope: "He claims, ana is 
believea to be the direct lineal descendant by me tempsychosis 
of a ce l ebrated sorcerer namea Chang Tao-ling, who livea early 
in the Christian era. He possesses the secret ot" i mmortality, 
ana is regaraed with the utmost v en e ration by the more uneau-
catea. classes in China. He is a great exorcist, ana is be-
lievea to wiela dominion over all the spirits of the Univere~ 
and the unseen powers gene rally, by means of a mag ic swora. 
His palace is situatea in the province of Kiang-hsi, where he 
mimics imperial state, has a larg e retinue of courtiers, con-
fers ranks and honours among ghosts, spirits, and minor dei-
ties with all the dignity of an actual sovereign, and keeps a 
long row of jars full of oap,turea. aemona, whom he has ctiaarmed 
and bottled-up from doing further mischief.•• 
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oizers· who a re much like their brethren.7~ The Chinaman is 
afraid of spirits, and to this dread the Taoist priests pander. 
It is their means of livelihood. Thie fear is very conveni-
ently encouraged by the teachings of the priests. These Tao-
ist "yellow tops" are gifted with the powers of a mag ician 
who with charms75 and liturgies fi ght against the malevolent 
demone.76 In fact, ~hey are prepared to take a hand in any 
kind of superstitious business to get a little money. "The 
Taoist priest, and especially the lay priest, or exorcizer, 
has a mind so utterly warped tha t it ie almost beyond the 
possibility of being straightenect. 11 77 
The Taoist priest is very instrumental in helping the 
Chinaman c onform t o Tao. Conformity to Tao demands a know-
ledge of the happy and unhappy influence which days may ex-
ercise upon man. Man ought to p e rform all the important acts 
of hie life on felicitous days, and, if possible, at felici-
tious hours. On this account, ohronomanoy is an ind ispensable 
element in the Taoist system. It is considered a pri ncipal 
funct i on of the governme nt to perf orm the holy duty of supply-
ing the people with an almanack. And as a matt e r of course it 
is incumbent on the Taoi s t prie s ts to help the i llite rate in 
cteciphe ring and i nt e rpreting it s i nd i cations. Thie chrono-
74. Soot~l, QQ• c i t. pp. l ~jf. 
75. The natical~ai di splayed in the Boxer upris i ng 
was due to charms; hundreds of t housands believ ed t hat weapons 
could not harm them and tha t their horsehair whips could turn 
back upon the marksman the bulle t he ha d firect--a l l b e cause 
they had been blessed bf the Taois t prie sts and had Taoist 
charms Soothill, QQ• cit, P• 7)• 
7~. Legg e, ReTi glons of China4 P· 197. 77 • . Soo t hill, .£E.· cit., PP . I 3f • 
76 
matic system has developed into such a mesa that OeGroot calls 
it "a web of complicated nonsense. 11 78 
Among other things, the Taoist priestepublish many tracts 
and pamphlets which are said to be exhortations from the state 
goct.e and other dieties. 79 . Among these is the "T •ai-Shang Kan-
Yi ng P 1 ien, 11 i.e., "The Treatise of the Exaltea One on Response 
and Retribution." The work is ascribea to the 11 Exalted. o e" , n 
(Lao-tzu) but improperly so.SO The bulk of the book consists 
of one sentence, 1~00 words long. 81 Undoubtedly, few Americans 
have heard. of this book, but it has passea through more editions 
than any other book, includi ng the Bible. 8~ 11 Thought it is not 
a canonical book, its authoritative character is generally 
r e cognized. in China, and it may be regarded. as a typical ex-
position of the moral c·onvictions of the averag e Ch i nese. It 
has become the most important guide of the people's c onscience.wgj 
In the following pages some of its more important teachings on 
Law an.a. sin will be set forth; the read.er is asked to call to 
mind. for himself the parallel passages in Scripture, if there 
are any. 
- ~ Universal love is actvocated--"With a compassionate heart 








DeGroot, 21?_· cit., pp. 157f. 
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anc:1. brotherly. 11 ES'+ "Take pity on orphans, assist wic:1.ows; re-
spect the old., .be k i na to chi lC1.ren. 11 g5 "Be grieved at the 
misfortune of others and rej oice at their gooa luck. Assist 
those in ne ea, ana rescue those in danger. Regard. your neigh-
bor's gain as your own gain, and re gard. your neighbor's lose 
as your own loes. 11 86 The re are men who ao not practise this 
love-- 11 'fhey are par~ial in their hatrec:1. and. partial in their 
love." '67 11 In evi 1 they delight. \Vi th brutality they c:1.0 harm 
ana damage. Ineiaiously they injure the good. and law-abic:1.-
ing • .. as 
l!.:vil in three forms is conaemnec:1.: 11 8peaketh what iQ e-
vil ••• thinketh what is evil ••• practiseth what is evi1. 1189 
secret sinning is likewise conaemnea: "l.Jo not sin in secrei;. 11 90 
Leav i ng the more general remarks we now turn t o a classi-
fication of quotations under Commanc:1.ment head i ngs. 
First Oommanc:1.ment--"They accuse heaven ana fina fault 
with men."9l "They rail at spirits and. claim to be right 
themselves. 11 92 . "The last day of the month and. the last day 
of the year they sing and dance. The first day of the month, 
the first day of the yea r, they start roari ng and scolding. 
Facing the north they snivel and spit; fac%ing the hearth, 
84. Le.o-tzu, ~-Yang P'ien, p. 5c. 
85. Ibid., P• 5)• 
86. Ibid.., p. 5)• 
87. Ibia., p. 65. 
58. lbia., P• 5'+• 
89. Ibid.., P• 66~ 
90 • I b 1 a . , P • 5 c • 
91. lbia., P• 60. 
9c. Ibid.., p. 60. 
they sing, hum a nd weep. Further, with hearth fire, they burn 
incense, anct with filthy ~-agots they cook their fooa.119j 
11 They spit at falling stars and point at the many-colorea 
rainbow. Irreverently they point at the three luminaries; 
intently they gaze at the sun and at the moon. 11 9'+ 
Secona Oommanament-- 11 Nhen their requests are not g rantea 
they begin to curse 0:na wax hateful. 11 95 11 They point at heaven 
ana earth to make them witnesses of their mean thou ghts. 11 96 
11 They curse and swear to seek v i naication.1197 
Third Oommanament-- 11 With heresies they misleaa oth~rs.w9S 
-
For act ions on "holy'' days, see the First Commanament. 
Fourth Oommanament--~stealthily they despise their su-
-
periors ana parents. They disregard their seniors and rebel 
a gainst those whom they serve. 11 99 11 They resist ana provoke 
fathe rs ano. elaera. 11 100 "Res:rect the olo.. 11101 
-
Fifth Commanament--"They hold in con"t e mpt the lives of 
He aven's people. 11102 
-11 They murder men to take their property, 
or have them oustea to take their places. They slay the 
yielding and slaughter t hose who have surre naerea. 1110> "They 
9.5. Ibid., P• 6>. 
91.+. ibid., PP• 6jf. 
95. Ibia., P• ~g. 
96. Ibia., P• 1. 
97 • lbia., P• 62. 
9s. 5biC1., P• 67. 
99. Ibia., p. 54-. 
100. lb id., P· 53. 
101. Ibid., P• 51. 
102. Ibia., P• 5 5 . 
.lOJ. !'6id. ' P• 5?• 
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en<1anger others to eave themselves ... l04 .. Bear no grudge ... 105 
uEven the multifarious insects, herbs, and. trees ehoul<l. not 
be injuree1.••l06 "They shoot the flying, chase the running, 
expose the hiding, surprise nestlings, close up entrance holes, 
upset nests, injure the pregnants, ana. break the egg. 11 107 
"They employ Cl.rugs to kill trees ... lOS 
Sixth Oommanament--,.They break up betrothals ... io9 "They 
-
cannot se e beauty without cherishing in their hearts thougbt·s 
110 111 
of seauction. 11 "Their lusty desires exceea all measure ... 
Seventh Commanament--" 'l'hey impoverish others for their 
11c llj 
own gain. " "They destroy the crops ana. field.a of others." 
"They delight in fraua, they aelight in roboery, they make 
114-
raias and. commit depradations to get rich. 11 "Seeing the 
weal1,h or others, they wish them bankrupt ana ruinea. 1111? 
11 Extend. your help without seeking reward.. G-ive "to others a na 
116 
do not reg re-c or beg ruag e your liberality. 11 
.l!.:igh·th Commano.ment-- 11 LJo no"t call attention to the faults 
of others, nor boast of your own excellence.
11117 
"~'irs"t rec-
104. Ibid.., P• 56. 
105. Ibia., P• 5_;. 
106. Ibia., P• ? )• 
107. Ibia; , P· 56. 
108. Ibia., P• 59. 
109. lbia.., P• 57 • 
110. Ibia., P· 57. 
111. Ibia.., P· 61. 
11~. Ibia.., P• 56. 
11.j. Ibid.., P· 57. 
114-. Ibid.., P• 59. 
11,. lb iO.. , P• 58. 
116. Ibia., P• 5_;. 
117. Ibia. 
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tify thyself ana then convert others.wllS "They slanaer their 
fellow-stua.ents. Liars they are, bearing false witness, a.e-
ceivers, ana hypocrites; malevolent expose rs of kith ana 
. 119 k1na.. 11 Carue also quotes some stories which illustrate 
the teachi$ of the Kang-Yang P'ien; in the story, 11 1'1.ause 
of . Books 11 , we fina these woras: ".Now it ie a g rea"t e r sin to 
waste s a creo. books ~ha n to mock ana slana er sages ana saints. 
Paper, whe"ther wri "t"ten or. prin"ted. of 'ten c ontaine maxims that 
wise men have bequea"thea on us. If we use it for unclean pup.. 
poses, if we trample it una.erf'oot, insteaa. o!' carerully pre-
serving 1 t, we are conuni tt ing a crime as ee1·ioue as if we 
• 
lcO 
slana.erea. them. 11 
-·- Nin1ih ana. Ten"th Oommanamen1.. s--" 'f hey conceal ana. keep a 
lcl 
treacherous heart." "They are g reea.y ana covetous without 
122 
satiety... "If a ·man 1 s heart be awakenea to evil, though 
evil be no"t yet accomplishea, evil spi '.r: i"ts verily are alreao.y 
12J 
following him. 11 
Needless to say, The T'ai-Shang Kang-Yi ng P 1 ien repre-
sents a high standard of heathen morality. Of course the 
polytheism, chronomancy, protection of animal life, 1c4 and 
118. Ibia.., P• 52. 
119. Ibia.., P• 54. 
lcO. '-'his story quoted by Oarus as illustrative of Lao-
tzu•s ~ng-Ying P 1ien, p. 10c. 
1 1. Lao-tzu, 1l'ng-Yipg P 1 ien, p. 57. 
lc2. Ibid. , p. 1. 
12j. Ibid., p. 65. 
~4. The respect paid animal ana. plant life is undoubt-
edly due to the influence of Bua ahism and its doctr i ne of the 
transmigration of souls. 
and the respect paid paper are undesirable features. But we 
must admit that the natural knowleage of the Law is well de-
velopea. Tl1ie ie further sub st ant iatea by the author of the 
Kan,g-Ying P'ien who says that the people are quite aware of 
lc5 their duties and mista.kee. An eighteenth-century Chinese 
philosopher quotea by Ball says: "When you have aavanced suf-
-
ficiently in knowle~ge of yourself, you will fina it a grief. 
There will be, as it were, two men in your bosom. When you 
desire to do good, evil will come between. Again, when you 
wish to do wrong, a sense of shame will oppose you. Thus a 
battle goes on within you. 11 126 
~ven though it is not stated in the Kang-Ying P'ien, 
the Taoists recognize sin as an offence against the gods(not 
against the one true God as do the Christians): "Even the 
secret thoughts one has in an obscure room must be such that 
they do not offend heaven and earth, the kui and Shen. 11127 
The universality of sin as taught by the Taoists is set 
forth in a quotation which Ball has taken from a Taoistic 
book: "The moat of what you do, what you say, the thoughts 
you think ••. are on the aide of evil."lcS Of course, this 
does not mean that men are wicked at all times, ae Scripture 
teaches; for all men sin, even when performi ng good works. 
Taoism accuses not only men of ei~ning, but also the gods--
lc5. Lao-tzu, Kan-Ying P 1ien, p. ~~ . _ 
lc6. Chinese philosopher, quoted in Ball, .2£· cit., p. ~) 7 
127. 11 Rewaras and Punishme nts;' quoted in Uavrout, 2£• 
Cit • , p • 26 7 • 
~ 128. Ball, .2£.• .£.!..!•, P• 537• 
"The gem.rneous ruler of Taoism had a covetous heart, so one 
of his three souls had to become incarnate in 'the dusty, 
troublesome world..' Again, the Neptune of Tao i sm, the Sea 
urag on, was disobedient, and his son was a drunkard, and the 
god. of fire(originally a Buddhist god) committed. theft.ulc9 
"Those who have conunitted. sin, must consider it as a 
sickness, try to get.rid. of it as soon as possible, and. be 
resolved not to commit it in the future. Those who did not 
commit any, must dread it as they dread a wolf or a tiger.•l>O 
True, sin is regarded as vicious, but it is not contaminating; 
for t b ia quot a tion states that man is capable of rid.ding him-
self of sin. If a man has sinne d, he can compensate for hie 
evil deeds by performi ng g ood ones; for example, stopp ing a 
fi ght counts plus j; gossip¢ing with an e v i l tongue counts 
minus j; inducing people to abstain from eating fl e sh for one 
year counts plus 20; betrayal of a neighbor's secrets counts 
minus 50, etc.l)l 
Taoism also teaches a retribution for sin. Recall for 
a moment the translation of 11 T 1ai-Shang Kan,-Ying P'ien,!1 
i.e., "The Treatise of the Exalted One on Response and Retri-
bution." The iaea of retribution is c onceive d to work i n a 
mechanical and external way, b e ing d oled out in exact propor-
tions of merit and demerit. 11 The r e ward. of g ood. anct evil is 
129. Ibid. 
130. 11 Rewards and Puni shme nts, 11 quot e d in, Davrout, .2E• 
Cit . , p • · 265 • • 
~- ljl. Oarus, comments on Lao-tzu's Ka ng-Yi ng P'ien, 
pp. ljjf. 
like the shadow accompanying a body, and so it is apparent 
that heaven and earth are pos sessed of crime-reco~ding spir-
its.111>i::! 
Sins are punished by misf ortune in this life, by the 
s h ort eni n g of one's life, by a stay in purgatory, and finall~ 
if needs be, by an everlasting stay in hell. "Accordi ng to 
the lightness or grayi ty of his transgressions, the sinner's 
term of life is reducec:1.l)) Not o n ly is his t e rm of life 
reduced, but poverty a l so strikes him. Often he meets with 
calamity and misery. 1>4 His ne ighbors hate him. Punishments 
lj2 . Lao-tzu, Ka.n~-Ying P 1 ien, p. 51. We also read 
pp . 5lf, that the heart sp i rit and t he "three councilor ~pir-
i t -lords of t he nort h e rn c onstel lat ion" record men's sins and 
crimes. Carus, pp. 7lf, writes that the Ch i nese also say that 
the vital f u nc ti ons of man's body a.rt:t:,re sided over by three 
bo~r-spirits ca~led san ch i she n(Upper chi, midd le, anct lower 
chi), residing in the head, s "to ruach, and abdome n. When a man 
f alls asleep on Keng-shen day(the aay of judgme nt in the heav-
e n ly courts; it is the fi f ty-s event h day i n t h e sexages i mal 
system of the complicatea Chinese calendar), the spirits leave 
and go to the He avenly Master, t e lling about ~h e Bi ns wh ich 
they have witnessed. 
133 . Lao-tzu, Kang-Yi ng P'ien, p. 52, says that the 
great e r offences cause a los s of twelve years, whi le smaller 
ones caus e a loss of only one hundred days. On p. 65 he says: 
"Those who unlawful ly kill men will in turn have their weapons 
and arms turned on them; year, they will kill each other." 
13 4. Carua, in his "Moral Tales Illustrative oi the Kan-
Ying p I ien, 11 relates the sto ry of 11 The Spirit of the Heart!l;'7 
to show the Chinese be l ief that misery is brought about by 
particula r sins.--Yu Kong labored and studie d very d i ligently 
but wa s still poverty-stricken. "Although be wo rked incessant-ly 
y ear aft e r year, h i s mise ry only increased fro m day to aay. So 
he examined h i mself, and finding he had committed no great sin, 
became resigned, although not wi t hout murmur i ng, to heaven's 
chas ten i ng hana.. 11 A god visits Yu Kong and tells him tha"t his 
incessant prayers, e t c., have no t been answere d because of his 
sins--he permitted his pupils to misuse paper wh ich had charac-
t e rs on it; he wasn't s i nce re; he ate "kia.s and lobst e rs without 
and. curses pursue him. Good. luck shuns him. Evil stare 
threat e n him; and. when his term of life comes to an ena, he 
perishes. 11l2b1t seems strange that Taoism does not regard. ein 
as a cause of natural death; the Taoists are stl'angely si-
lent on the question of death, quite evidently re garding it 
as something wh ich must c o me to pass, without attempt i ng to 
explain it. 
11 If at death an une.xpia.ted offence be left, the evil 
luck will be transferred to children and granctch i laren. More-
over, all those who wrong ly seize others' property may have to 
, compensate for it, with wives or children or other family mem-
bers, the expiation t9 be proportionate up to a punishment by 
death. If the guilt be not expiated by aeath, they will suf-
fer by various evils, by wat e r, by fire, by theft, or by rob-
bery, by lose of property, by disease ana illness, ana by ill 
repute, to compensate for any unlawful violence of juatice. 11 1)6 
This form of retribution is quite unjust. For Scripture says: 
considering that they haa life; even though he was caref ul in 
his speech, he hurt others' fee l ing s by b e ating them in argu-
ments; he was sarcastic with h is opponent s ; true , thett~n Yu 
Kong had.n•t committed any actual s i ne, 11 but when you me et a 
beautiful woman in another's home ana cannot bani sh her from 
y our thoughts, you h~ve committ e d. adultery with h e r in your 
heart. 11 The goo sees nothing in Yu Kong 's hea rt but ''thoughts 
of hate ana ingratitude towards y our benef actors ana yo.ir 
frienae. These tho u g h t s grow on y ou; eo plent i ful ly they 
swarm in the depths of y our heart tha t I coula not ennumerate 
the m all. 11 He saw also thoughts of avarice, envy, selfish- . 
nese, p riae, scorn, anfuition ana hat e ; Yu Kong always had a 
wrong motive, not a noble one . Howeve r, it Yu Kong were to 
a mend his s i ntul ways, he would be able to appease Heaven and. 
cause it to change its decisi on. 
1)5• Lao-tzu, Kang-Ying P'ien, p. 51. 
1J6. Ibid.., P• 61+. 
11 The eon shall not bear the iniquity of the fa.ther, neither 
shall the father bear the iniquity of the son; the righteous-
ness of the rig nteoue shall be upon him, ana the wickeanese 
• 
of the wi cked. shall be upon him." lj7 
The Taoist s also have the tortures of purgatory for the 
punishme nt of sin; the score o f gu i lt must be obliterated be-
fore the inc1ividual .ent e rs his new life: 1>8 Ve ry vivid pic-
tures are painted of the excruciating pains wh ich the inhab-
itants of p urgatory must exper i ence, but, since the Taoist 
purgatory is patt e rne d after that of t h e Buddhists, we shall 
r eserve the descri ption for our discussion of Budd h ism. 
For those who fail irr their transmigrations an everlast-
ing hell ie reservea. 1>9 Thus, Taoi sm, in contrast to Bua-
dhi sm, has the b e lie f t hat t he s oul must live on forever in 
its i nO.iv idua lity and tha t people can be eve rlastingly con-
d e mnea t o hell. Legg e quotes a Taoi st as saying: 11 Truly 
these men do not k n ow that the body alone perishes, but the 
soul lives forever and ever; and that whatsoe v e r evil they 
ao in this life, the same will be d one to them in the life 
to come. u l'+O 
In summary, therefore , we may say that Taoism makes a 
f i ne distinction betwe en r ight a nd. wrong , that it recognizes 






Ezekiel 13 :20. 
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Taoist philosop her, quotea by Le gge, Religions of 
195. 
divine retribution of sine. However, because of its poly-
theism, Taoism recognizes no single almighty, everlasting, 
and just God who regards all sine, even the "lesser" ones, 
as rebellion against H1m and threatens to punish each sin 
S6 
with eternal condemnat ion. True, the Taoist teaches an 
everlasting punishment, but only as a last resort if a per-
son fails to at one for his evil deeds by the performance of 
g ood deeds or by a stay in purgatory, He can make atonement 
f or his evil de eds b e cause he fails to recognize the guilt ana 
the contamin&tinating influence of sin. 
Thus, we ·see that sin, which was hardly recognizable 
in philosophic Taoism, now pla ys an important role in the 
p resent-day Taoistic religion. 
III. Budahism. 
Buddhism was formally int r oduced into China in the reign 
of Ming-ti (5S-76 A. u.). Reichelt says that Budahism began 
1 its propaganda in China openly about the year 61 A. o., after 
Emperor Ming had had his famous dream. However, long before 
) 
this, the ground had been prepared throug h f a ntastic legends 
and communicat i ons from 9hina ' s n e i g hbors to the west. (1) 
The relig ious condi tions at t his time were ripe--Confucianism 
gave no answe r to the real problems of li f e and death; Taoism 
had awakened the desire for relig ious s p eculat i on. (2) China 
ac quired a knowledge of India thro ugh caravans. During the 
rei gn of Emperor Wu (140-S6 B. C.) of the Han Dynasty, Chang 
Ch'ien was sent to China's southern anct western borders to 
deal with cert a in tribes. One of t hese journeys carri ed him 
as far as Parthia. Upon his return he related an account of 
Buddha's golden statue. During t he following years Buda.hist 
literature began to Sift into China so that in 60 A. D. there 
was among certain circles in China an acquaintance with Bua-
2 
Clhiam. Soon .two Buddhist monks, Motanga and Boharana, brought 
with them Buddhist books which they are said to have carriea 
on the back of a white horse. They settled at Lo-yang, the 
1. Ferguson, 2.I2.· £11·, p. 188, says that Buctahism enter-
ea China from Central Asia in 67 A. D. 
c. Karl L. Reichelt, Truth and Tradition an Chinese 
Buacthism, pp. Sf. 
capita l o f China. The firs t mona stery in China, 11 '£he Mon-
astery of t he White Horse••, wa s built for the m by the Em-
peror. Beal thinks t.bat after 73 A. D. Buadhism spread 
qui te rapidly among the Ohi n e se.3 However, t h is obs e rva-
tion seems to be incorrect. Ferg uson says that the p ro-
gg 
g ress of Budahi sm was slow unt i l the latt ~r part of the third 
century. Du r i n g t Qi s t i me the monk s, who we re all forei gners~ 
devotea their time to translati on work. But soon, under the 
Obin dynasty, Buaahism began to flourish unde r Imperial pa-
tronage; like!ise, dur ing the succeedi ng dynasties, it enjoyed 
a fine g rowth. Wu-ti(502-550 A. D.), the founaer of the Liang 
d ynasty, took monastic vows and publicly preached the doctrine 
of Buddhism. Bodhidharma, the twe nty-eighth successor of Bud-
dha, mi g ratea to Ch i na in 526 A. D., and was well receivea by 
the Empe ror at Nanking . Soon Bodh idharma f ou ndea the Mahayana 
School(Zen), wh ich later b e came the most promi nent and wi dely 
di ff used sect of Buddh ism in Cb ina. 5 "This r e l i g i on was rec-
J. Sam Beal, "Buddh i sm in Ch ina, 11 Religi ous Systems of 
the World, p. 175. 
~. Soothill , 2£· cit., p p . 104-lOS, g ives t he distin-
guishing doctrines o f t he Mahayana cul t: 1. I n c ontrast to the 
belief of the orthodox school, Hinayana, t h e co ncept of a Su-
preme and eternal Being is taug ht. Th is Aosolut e Being has 
manife s t ed Hi ms elf i n c ountle s s ways, espe cially through the 
Buddhas, of wh om Gautama was one, as were the g r eat Sag e s of 
the world, e v e n J e sus. Their belief in a Tri n i ty may be sum-
med as follows: Buddha, the Dh a rma(La.w), and the Sangha(Church, 
or body of monks). c. Bodhi sat t va s--they a r e r eady to e nter 
the final s~age s of Buddh ism, but have d e ni ed the mse lves this 
privilege in order t o help mank i nd. Appeals are more frequently 
addressed to them than t o BudQha. 3. Salvation by fa i th--This 
is directly oppose d to the Hi nayana d octr i ne o f salvation by 
ognizea as foreign in origin, but it was claimed to be Chinese 
in reality as far as its teach ings were concerned. 11 6 Never-
theless, it was persecuted in the fifth, eighth, ana tenth 
centuries A. D. So ot hill also men·i; i ons the persecution under 
Wu-tsung(c. 850 A. D.); at this t i me more than 260,000 Bud-
dhist monks anct nuns were compelled to return to secular life.7 
But since Buaahism ~o resemblea the contemplative asceticism of 
the followers of Tao, it weathered the se storms of persecution. 
As has been indicated, Buddh ism adaptea itself in every 
possible way to Ch i nese opini ons. The architecture for its 
temples was Chi nese. It also allowea the government to im-
pose upon it a form of organi zation after the pat t ern of that 
of the State. Th is adaptation to Chinese thought involvea not 
only outward changes, but also doctrinal changes. By invoking 
and honoring spiritual being s whom it found already existing 
works. ~. The soul restorea--Mayahanism ignore s or puts 
aside the doctrine of Anatman. The Chinese are alloweo the 
possessiou of a soul, wh ich, to all i ntents, is immo r tal. 
?• Heaven and. hell--this is a natural outcome of a r e ligion 
of salvation. 6. Prayer and invocation--Prayer is maae to 
those divine beings who yearn to help hwna.nity; but prayer 
is a foreign element to early Budoh ism. Throughout China, 
temples are found well supplied with d e vas, bodhisattvas, 
and arhats to whom incense is lig ht e d and invocation made. 
Where Lamaism prevails, the praying-wheels are very muoh in 
evidence. 7. Clerical order--"The re are of course good and 
sincere, and sure l y there muAt occasionaJ.4rbe even learned 
men amongst them, but the ma.es are illiterate, sometimes im-
moral, and almost restful enough to need no furth~r nirvana." 
b. Fergus on, 2£· cit., p. 169; he also mentions that 
its ethical teachi n gs agreed with the Tao Teb King, while 
the practise of its hermits corresponded to those of the 
early ascetic followers of the Tao. 
7 • Sooth i 11, QE. • cit • , P .• 9? • 
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in Ohina, it departea from original Buaabiam. The aevelopment 
of the worship of Kuan Yin is due entirely to Chinese influ-
ence. With her is ass ociatea Ta-shi-chih, and together they 
are placea with the historic Buaaha as a Trinity of Three Holy 
Ones. 
g 
The Chinese like,vise have borrowed from the Buddhists. 
Many Buacthi et dieti~s brought fro m I naia have been adaptea 
by the Ch i neee--the b est known of the celestial Budahae is 
0-mi-t'o-fo(Amitabha); h ie name is recit e d as the beads of 
the rosary are countea. By c o n s tant meditation on his name, 
the Buddhists feel that they wi ll be saved. The ancient 
Ch inese recognized the supervision and control of human af-
fairs by higher powers who rewardeo the good and puni shea the 
wickea. 'l'heir worship of ancestors showea their belief in t~ 
continued existence of "the soul after death .. It was therefore 
easy to accept the Bu<lcthist ic t eaclung of rewards ana punish-
ment a with its accompaniments of heavens and hells, and also 
the aocKrine of the reincarnation or transmigration of souls. 
ThiB eyncretism on the part of the Ch i nese ana Budahists has 
been so great that there has never been any clear-cut distinc-
tion between Buddhi sm ana the teach ings o f the Liberal School 
which culminated in the 'l'aoist religion. 11 No"twi thstanding the 
adherence of the people to many of the external observances of 
Buddh ist temples, it must be remembered that the people of 
China share very lit"tle in the genuine ideas of Buddhietic 
8. Ferguson,~· cit., PP· 19~ff. 
teaching. They observe such ceremonies as conform to the 
general principles of their own inaigenous relig ion which 
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is repreaent e a on the one hand by the State ceremonies, ana 
on the other by the tradition emboCliea in Taoism. China can-
not be consinerea as a Buaahistic nation. 11 9 Buaa.hism, as Dr. 
Morrison has observed, "is decried. by the learned., laughea at 
by the profligate,. yet followe d. by a11. 11 lO 
For the BuCla.his\ Life or the Life is representen by a 
wheel of Lif e • 11 This wheel is in the hanaa of the Evil One, 
Mara, the Devil ana is compo·sed. of three secti ons: (1) Hub--
11three root-evils," i.e., the sources 01' all d i sturbances ana 
annoyances of life; these thre e evils inherent in ma.n's heart 
are: (a) ignorance or insanity, (b) desire or cravings, ana 
(o) hatrea. (c) Spokes--these six sect i ons indicate the six 
world.a or phases of li1'e(in the process of rei ncarnation), 
i.e., (a) heaven, (b) man, (c) demons, (a) beasts, (e) hungry 
ghosts, anCl (f) hell. (j) Outer rirn--it is composea of the 
twelve Niaanas or l i nks in the chain of cause ana effect; they 
are 11 not necessarily a chain of links in the sense that each 
of them is the antecedent cause of the next followi n g ; but 
they are the twelve •cauees'--factors and. forces--which link 
the 'inner man• with the •outside worla,' ana set in motion 
9. Ibia., p. 19s. 
10. Morrison, quoted in So~thill, .2E,• cit., p. 227. 
11. Yang, .212.· cit., pp. llo-131, will form the basis of 
our discussion of the Buddhistic teachings on Life, the Law 
of Karma, the path of escape, salvation, etc. All informa-
tion and quotations will be taken from these pages unless 
otherwise indicated. 
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the wheel of life. Perhaps the beet illustration is to eay 
that twelve Nictanas form a sort of switchboard with switches 
which can turn on the current of life and set the Whee l of 
Karma to turn. 11 
'I'he inherent badness in the heart is stimula t e d by the 
twelve Nidanas ~.e., (1) ignorance, (2) d i spositi on, (3) cog-
nit i on, (~) name an~ form, (5) five senses and the mind, (6) 
contact, (7) fe e l i n g , (S) craving , (9) gra s pin g or at t achment, 
(10) becomi ng , (11), birth, and (12 ) old a ge , sickness , death.~ 
and causes the wheel to t urn, 11 produc i ng de ea.s wh ich must be 
a d justed according to t he law o'f Karma, 11 1. e., the law of re-
tributi on. All sentient being s are forever chain ed to this 
Whe e l of Karma. It is i mpossible to be r e leas ed until the 
u t t e r mo s t farth i ng is pa id. But a person is a slave f orever, 
because it's very probable that one's d e merits are g reater 
than one.t 8 merits. "The refore, as a slave of sin, man is for-
e ver chained to the Whe e l as a debtor to Karma. 11 
However, Buddhism offe rs a way of escape, but it does 
not a t tempt t o c onquer t h is Whee l or Law of Karma. 'l'he way 
o f escape is wisd om and k nowledge, since i gno r ance is the 
root of all evil. "If we suffe r because of the curse of cur 
own deceptive illusions, then we shall ceas e to suffer when 
this ve i l of inne r darkness i s lifted; ana. we s hall dwell in 
the lig ht of i l luminat i n g wisdom." It i s t h is d i scovery which 
le. or. J. B. Prat t , 11 The Pilg r i mage of Buddhism,~ 
quoted in Yang , .2£· cit., P• 115 . 
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Buddha is supposed to have made after sitting under the Bodhi 
'free for forty-nine de.ye. Hie "revelation .. was summea up in 
four "truths": 11 1. That life is suffering. 15 2. That desire 
is the cause of suffering--i t is sin. 14 3. 'l'hat by bringing 
about the cessation of desire we can put an ena to the cause 
of suffering, ana thus remove suffering itself. 4. That the 
way for the elimina~ion of desire is through adhering to the 
Eightfold Right Path." Unswerving adherence to the Eight!ola 
Right Path demand.a that we constantly keep ourselves "right 
in thought and deea, in mood and frame of mind, in understand-
ing and. perspective." We must have the understanding and in-
sight to see through the miserable deceptive transciency of 
the world.." For the Budd.hist this means that there is nothing 
real in the world. All things, including ourselves, are ac-
tually empty and non-existent. The world is therefore purely 
subjective to the Buddhist. 11 \'fnen a man 1s desire ceases to 
stir, then the world ceases to exist for him." In its ex-
treme view Buddhism denies even the existence of the ego, the 
personality or the soul of man. 
Nevertheless, Buddhism teaches that each person ex-
periences a series of transmigrations. We might call it 
1.3. "Life is a dra ma with four scenes: birth, old age, 
sickness, a.nd death." 
14. Suffering is nothing else than disappointea hopes, 
unrealized desires, and unsatisfied. cravings. This again 
shows that desire is sin and consequently the cause of suf-
fering. The cause of evil is wit h in man and does not co me 
from without. 11 Life is full of suffering because we are 
full of desires. So long as desires . e~i~t, there . will always 
exist pain and suffering or the poss1b1l1ty of pain and suf-
fering." 
a type of evolutionism, but the evolution is no t on l y upward. 
but also downward.. A man could. have been a monk ey in the past, 
but i f he aoeen •t walk circumspectly, he can ctegenera.te into a 
monkey or d onkey in the next life. Each person live s in the 
past, present, and. future: We came from the past worla, live 
in the pre sent, and. will be born into the future world. This 
transmigration cont ~nues eternally. But it i s carri ea on ac-
cording to certain rules: we must always start from whe r e we 
left off before. What we are now is due to what we were be-
fore , and what we'll be in the future is det e rmined by what 
we are now. But it is bett e r t o escap e t h is process of trans-
mi g r a tion, since human beings are s o frail, f or the Law of 
Karma is very unre lent i ng ana the forc e s of evil are over-
whelming. Our escape is to be macte to Nirvana, tha~ state 
of perf ect peace and. tranquility. Hinayana Buddhi sm says that 
it is the "extinction of i l lusion." Mahayana Bud.cth ism speaks 
of it as the "attainment of truth." These two views are re-
garde d. as represent i ng o nly the poei t i ye and. negative views of 
the same concept. But Yang says tha t the concept is essen-
tially negative: Nirvana is supposed. to be a state in which 
there is no evil to c a use suffe r ing , no annoyance to disturb 
the soul; no worry, no care , o n ly complete r e laxation; there 
is no joy and active happi ness but only sigh s of r eli e f; for 
the way to Nirvana is supposed. to be such a long and arctuous 
exertionl5 that, when you finally arr ive, your o nly wish is 
to relax. 
15. The way of salvation is supposed. to have been so 
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Our consideration has shown us then that Buddhism is the 
path of escape from euffering--suffering which ie caused by 
sin. In order for us to understand. wha.t constitutes a sin, 
we must view the moral precepts of Buctahism. 
These precepts are the Will of Heaven: "JJo your duty as 
a man and. obey the will of heaven; thus you will be happy, 
all your lifetime. 1116 Several classifications of the pre-
cepts of Buddh ism have been ma.ae, 17 but we shall follow that 
of a Budd.hist tract quoted by Davrout; 18 all quotations which 
are not marked with footnotes will be taken from this tract. 
"Bua.ctbism has ten precepts wn ich are: first, let the un-
faithful and. impious, the cruel and. unjust men become convertea. 
difficult that Hui-yuan, a Chinese monk(jjj-~lb A. D.) started. 
teaching salvation by grace through faith in the Amitabha Fu 
(Budd.ha of Infinite Splendor). Salvat ion is to be obtainea 
not mere ly by do ing small good works but by constantly keeP-
ing in mind.(with t hou ghts u nd.istur oea) the Amitaoha Budo.ha, 
constantly trusting in him and. cal l ing upon his name. There-
f ore the most r epeat e d. praye r in China is "Nan-Mo 0-Mi-T •o 
fuJ" "Hail to thee, Amitabha Bud.dha," or "I turn to Amitabha 
Buddha in reve r ence and trust." 
16. "Precepts and Retrioution, 11 quoted. in Davrout, 2£• 
cit., p. 3j_;. 
-- 17. Reichelt, ~· cit., p. j 22 , mentions Buactti ism 1s 
Five Great Comrnanctments:\l) not to kill any living things; 
(2) not to steal; (j) not to commit adultery; (~) not to lie; 
(5) not to take intoxicating liquors. The next five are in-
t end.ea only for monks and. nuns; but these comruanaments are 
re gard.ea. as having historical interest o nly: (b) abstinence 
t rom perfumes and. flowers; (7) abstintnce from singing ana 
dancing; (3) abstinence from the use 0 1' big, com1'ortable becte; 
(9) abstinence from taking irregular meals; (10) abstinence 
from acquiring or possessing valuable t h ing s. 
18. "Precepts ana Re'tri oution," quot ea in De.vrout, .2£· 
cit. p. jjj. The quot at ions taken fro m th is source consti-
tute' one continuous sentence in the text of the tract , but, 
f or convenience's sake, the sentence has been d i vioea into 
paragraphs with s eve ral other t houghts aaaea. 
ana. be faithful, pious, compassiona te to all men ana to all . 
beings. 11 The comrna.naments must be learneo., recitea., printea., 
re p rintea, etc.; one must also preach the Mahayana, that is, 
the opening of the way 01' salvation to all the worlo.. It is 
a grave sin to refuse to listen to sermons on the holy reli-
gion , or to treat a foreign preacher or apostle carelessly; 
r el i gious books mus~ be treatea. with idolatrous care, e ven of-
fering sacrif ices to them. 19 Complete forgiveness for any 
wro ng is required; therefore all revenge is wrong. The sick 
are to be nursed ana. the slaves to be ransomed(no slave-deal-
ing or slave-holdin~. 2° Charit y ana. almsgiving are to be 
practised; the greatest charity is the diffusion of Budahist 
k nowledge. A Buddhi st must also take the time for reflection 
ana medi tat ion if he wan~s to become holy.cl 
11 Secona., a.o not steal in secret ana do not seek youx own 
-
ad.vantage at the cost of your ne i ghbour; try to gain merits 
ana. help the unfortuna te. 11 You .. are to give your possessions 
to · othe rs without the s l ightest reg ret or avarice. Incorrect 
weights ana. measures and c1r~r.n ~.rP. nrohibi tea as well as 
cheating by word and gesture. 22 
"Third, do not kill any living being to gratify your 
gluttony; be compassiona te to animals. 11 It is c o nsia.erea. 
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The rescue of ·creatures from imminent death at all times and 
placeskor-ttained. Consideration for animals is carried to 
such absurd lengths that one is required to give his flesh to 
satisfy the hunge r of wild beasts. 2 ~ Respect for animals is 
a natural outgrowth of the doctrine of the transmigration of 
souls. 'l'hese words are put in the mouth of an ox: 
"My murde rers shall come to grief, 
_Along wiih all who r e lish beef; 
When I'm a man and you're a cow, 
I 111 eat you as you eat me now. 11 25 
Nee~less to say, the killing of men is frowned on. In fact, 
it is c onsidered a sin to borrow or buy and sell weapons, 
enter a · military camp, look at soldiers, or even serve as an 
a ~bas sador, since diplomacy often leads to war. 2 6 
"Fourth, do not commit a dultery with the wife or the 
daug hter of anotper, thus ruining their life, spoiling their 
virtue, offending the genii." 11 Among all· vices, lust is the 
-
worst. When the lascivious appe tite is arousea in the heart 
of a man, he becomes mad, unable to do any good. 11 c.7 
"Fifth, do not destroy the good rela tions of your neigh-
bour; bind togethe r by good words the hearts of your country-
men; 
"Sixth, do not slande r gooa. people and do not praise 
-
yourself. 11 All injury, i nsult, etc., intena.ea. for others is 
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hide your own virtue and excellence.cs 
11 Seven th, do not g e t drunk, C1o n ot over eat; grant to 
nature anct to body what is necessary; 
"eighth, d.o not covet ' c on t inously ana d.o not gather 
wealth, wit h out talcing pity upon the poor; 
9g 
11 ninth, do not make friend.a with bad men; keep company 
o nly with men bett e r than yourself ane1 who may teach you; 
"t enth, d.o not speak much, do not cry nor laug h tooloua; 
be s e date, simple anC1 exercise yourself in virt ue. These ten 
precepts s h ould. always be pre s ent in one's memory." 
In gene ral, anything which will inctuce othe rs to sin, 
such as selling liquors, committing incest, etc., is a sin 
anct to b e avoicted.29 
Howeve r, f or a full e r c oncept of sin, we mus t turn our 
attention to the Bud.ct.h ist doctr i ne of hell, wh ich is in re-
ality a purgatory. LeggejO ana Reichelt)l describe t h is pur-
gatory as having eighteen courts, but a Budcth ist pamphlet which 
we sha ll use as the bas i s of our de scri p t ion speaks of ten 
courts only. Th is does not me an, howe v e r, that there is neces-
sarily a fundamental disag ree ment a mon g the se men; they have 
probably adopt e ct different methods o f division. 
I f duri ng his li:tetime a person commits more g ood than 
evil, he is not pun1 shea in hell. Ht come s bef ore the tri-
DeGroot, QE.• cit., p. lSc. 
lbia. 
Legge, Religions of China, p. 1s9. 
Re ichelt, .2.£.· £!!.·, P · jb9. 
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bunal of the first court, "lea. by a gooa. devil, ana. hie ac-
count being examinea, he is immeaiately sent forwara to the 
tenth a.istrict ana changea. again into a human being; a man 
becoming a woman, a woman becoming a man; receiving wealth 
or poverty, a long or short lite, all strictly in proportion 
with the merits or ill-merits in the former lit'e."j~ If a 
person's good deeds do not preaominate, he will be torturea 
> 
in the ten courts of hell;jj after hie release he enters 
life, only to meet with poverty, misfortune, etc., or to fina. 
himself in some lower form of existence. He is now in another 
stage of the eternal metempsychosis With the opportunity of 
bettering his future existence; but if he remains evil, he 
goes through purgatory, etc., ana enters lire in a still lower 
form, an eternal slave of the Law of Karma. 
j2. 11 The Ten Courts of Hell," quotea in ua.vrout, 2£·, 
cit., p. j~5. _ 
>>• Our aescription of these ten courts of hell, or 
purgatory, in this footnote will be basea entirely upon the 
Buaahist pamphlet, 11 'fhe 'l'en Courts of Hell, 11 quotea. in uav-
rout, .QE• cit., pp. 3~?-591. Before proceeaing with the 
aescription, we must always bear in mina that, even though 
a person is terribly mutilatea in one court, when the time 
comes for hie departure to the next, he appears again as he 
was at the time of hie aeath ana is torture a in the same 
boay. 
TH~ FIRST COURT--It is presiaea over by Ch'in-Kuang wang 
and is situatea unaer the Great Sea, at the foot of the Woch-
iaoshih mountain, towarae the West. The evil people are lea 
before a huge mirror and. the re see the evil things which they 
were guilty of on ear"th. He re a man is lea to unaerstana 
that nothing material can follow him into the next worla; 
only gooa. ana. evil aeeae follow. Having gone past the mir-
ror, he is sent to the secona court where his tortures begin. 
At this point, the author of the pamphlet discusses sui-
cide as being wrong in most cases unless it was for the sake 
of fidelity, the Prince, filial piety, chastity, justice, or 
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war• But the souls of those who commi ttea suiciae without suf-
ficient reason ~sent back to the place where the euiciae wes 
committea. '!'here they will have to suffer without end the 
pangs of its agony and hunger and thirst. Nor will they be 
able to receive any sacrifices or offerings from men. Only 
when the man who was harmed by the suiciae forgets the suicice, 
only then will the soul enter the first eight courts of hell. 
Upon its arrival at the ninth court, it is imprisoned in the 
11 City of Suicides" and excluaed from metempsychosis. But if 
the soul had frightened someone while at the place of hia'sui-
cide, he is immediately tied up head downwards for ever and 
excluded from metempsychosis. It is count ed a sin even to en-
tertain the idea of .suicide or to speak of it to frighten other~ 
All bonzes ("priests") who received money from p e ople to 
recite prayers and then omitted letters or made a mistake in 
the response are punished he r e. He must supply a hundred.fola 
all the sentences he omittea in hie life. But such mistakes 
as t h is are not counted as s ins for the laity, for the inten-
tion of their heart was right. 
THJ!; SECONLJ COURT--It is governed by Ch'u Chiangwang ana 
is si tua.t e d b e low the Great Sea, at the foot of the Wochiao-
shi h towards the South. This section contains sixteen smaller 
dung eons: 11 1. The aungeon of dark dust; 2 . The dung eon of liq-
uid dung; 3 . The dungeon of the five prongea forks; 4. The 
dungeon of hunger; 5. The dungeon of thirst; 6. 'l'he dungeon 
of purulent discharges and blood; 7.8. The aung eo013 of boil-
ing caldrons and coppers; 9. The dungeon of iron armour; 10. 
The dungeon of the great scales; 11. '1'he dungeon whe r e men 
are peckea by cocks; 12. The dungeon of ashes; lj. 'l'he aung eon 
of the chopping knife; 14. The dungeon of swords; 15. The dun-
geon of wild beasts; 16. The dungeon of ice. 11 
The ones punished in this section are: those who have kia-
napped small boys or girls to make them little bonzes; those 
who have without reason vowed· t o beco me monks or nuns; those 
who receive . a ,deposit and ,then feign its loss so that they can 
k eep the goods; those who tear out the eyes, cut the ears or 
leg s or arms of othe rs; those who are fake doctors and receive 
money for their services; tnose who ao not allow grown-up 
slaves to be redeeme d; anct the go-betweens who don't r e late 
all the details about -the par"t ies concernea. 
TID!; THIRLJ COURT--It is governed by Sung-Tiwang and is 
locatea under the Great Sea, at the foot of Wochiaosh ih, 
towards the Southeast. It also c o ntains sixteen dung eons; 
11 1. The dung eon of salt and soda; 2. The aung eon of ropes, 
wooden-collars and chains; 3. The aunge on where ribs are 
pierced through; 4. The aung eon whe r e the face is scraped 
with copper and iron instruments; 5. The dunge on where the 
fat is scraped off the body; b . The dung eon where the heart 
and liver are torn out; 7. '1'he dungeon where the eyes are 
torn out · 8. The dungeon whe r e flaying takes place; 9. The 
dungeon ;here f e et are cut off; 10. The dung e on where fingers 
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and. toes are cut off; 11. The aungeon of the blooa. drinking· 
12. The a.ungeon where people are suspended heaa downwarae· ' 
lj. The dunge on where the body is sawn in halves; 1~. The' 
a.ungeon of vermin; 15. 'l'he aun1.eon v1here the knees are crushed.· 
16. The dungeon where the heari is pierced..~ ' 
The following are punished in this court: 11 '1'he mandarins 
who, during their .life, are ungrateful to the Emperor, who do 
not protect faithfully the Empire, who sell justice, oppress 
the people ana. live on their salary without doing anyt hing for 
the Emperor; the common men who are ungrateful for the bene-
fits received; the women who insult their husband; t hose who 
after hav i ng g iven their son to be ad.opted by some man, are 
so lacking in conscience that when this son has inhe rited, 
they bid him return to his own family[thus depriving the a-
dopt e r of posteri ty]; the servants who o1'fena against their 
mast e r; the soldi ers and. satellit e s who offend against their 
mandarin; the clerks and cashi e rs who cheat their employers; 
the prisoners who escape from prison; the exiles who run away; 
those who having been arres~ed. ana having obtained permission 
to return home because s omeone became bail for them , profit 
by it and flee, thus bringing ruin on their bail; those who 
a.o harm to their parents and friena.s ana do not repent." Like-
wise, all those who disregard. some of t he gods and. thus delay 
people in making their funerals in ctue time; those who don't 
care properly for a coftin which has been dug up or uncoverea, 
or who plow up a cemetery; also those who cause their neigh-
bo r s to break the laws; t h ose who stir up law suits; "t ho se 
who distribute anonymous pamphlets; those who write divorce 
deeds; t h ose who forge aeeds, letters, bank-notes, silver, 
seals, accounts; those who receiving the amount of a debt, 
do not g ive a receipt and claim it a gain from the debtor's 
descendants. 11 A person is to b e pun1shea according to the 
number of sins wh ich he has committed; however, if "on the 
eighth of' the secona moon, 11 anyone makes up his mina. to a-
v o i d these sins during his life , he will escape the torme nts 
of this sect ion. 
THE FOUR'rH OOURT--Wu-Kuan wang presides over this court 
which is situat ed under the Great Sea, at the fo ot of Woch-
iaoshih, towaras the East. There are sixteen dung e ons: 11 l. 
The dung eon whe r e the deceased is hurlea headlong into a 
roaring stream; 2. The dung eon where he must kneel on bamboo 
splint e rs; .3. 'l'he dungeon whe r e his hands are bu~nt; '+. '1'be 
dungeon where he is whipped till the blood. comes ; 5. The 
a.ung eon where the tendons are cut and the flesh scraped off 
the bone s; 6. ·1·he dungeon where the arms are cut off; 7. The 
dungeon where the flesh is piercea wit h gimblets ; S. The 
dung eon where one sits a.own on sharp stones; 9. The aungeon 
where one wears iron clothes; 10. The dung e on whe r e one is 
crushea. under rafters, stones and. earth; 11. The dung eon 
whe r e the eyes are piercea; le. The dung eon where the mouth 
is filled with lime; 13. lhe dung e on where one is forced to 
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ew~llow hot drugs; 14. The dungeon where one must walk stum-
blingly in a road strewn with oily beans; 15. The aungeon 
where the lips are notched; 16. The dungeon where one is buried 
under pebbles." 
Those punished are _cheats, deceivers in regard to money 
matters, sales or bargains; those who fail to deliver a letter 
t hue ca.using someone harm; those who open a letter and use 1 t ' 
fo~ evil purposes; those who s teal bricks from a pagoda or tlE 
bricks left in a street or at one 1s door; those who rob o.11 
from the pag oda la.mp; the poor who behave badly· the rich who 
fail t o give alms; those who promisea to lena b~t broke their 
promise and causea harm; those who know remeuies for the eiok 
but d on't give them the benefit of their knowlectge · t hose who' 
lit'ter up the streets; "those who enroach upon the'grounQs of 
others or d a mage their builaings ;" ana those who injure the 
g ods or spreaa nasty rumors to f righten people--punishment is 
metea ou't accora ing to the numbe r of transgress ions ana the 
harm done to others. However, if on the eighteenth of the 
s econd moon you purposely resolve to avoid the s ins ment ioneu 
above, you may escape the tortures of this fourth tri ounal. 
'l'h e author then makes some general rema.ktf.'s--if you don •t 
help y our ne ighbor when he neeas you, if you are ungratefulp~ 
b t ar a gruage, not only will you be punished in hell, but you 
may be changea into a wol!, se rpent, ti ger, etc., for about a 
hundred years. If you then amend yo ur ways, you may become a 
man a gain; but if you do not repent and frighten people, then 
you will be struck with lightning a na will wanaer e t t rnally 
without any possibi l ity of ever as suming b~Oily fo rm a gain. 
(.h:tetz:nally, i.e., to t he end of kalpa ana then ,:;h~ c hi wi ll 
be annihilatea) . Solai e rs who were quarrelsome ana committea 
man-slaughter will have one more d egr e e of guilt adaea for 
each sin of t hi s kind.. But those soldiers who have pertormea 
d e eas of va lor will pass directly from the first to the .ten'th 
tr i bunals wi t hout suffering. 
THE FIFTH COURT--Yen-Luowang is the ruler of these six-
teen dung eons: "In the first, the heart is torn out of those 
who did not believe in the shen, in Fo, or in the after-death 
retr i butions; the second is for thos ~ who killea living be i ngs; 
the third. is for t h ose who made promises of amendment, did not 
k e ep their wora anct. remained bad as they were before; the 
fourth is for thos e who tria to get immortal ity by magic arte; 
the fifth is for the brutish and cowaraly fell ows wno wished. 
the death of others; the sixth is for those who used deceit to 
injure their neighbor; the seventh is for the men who ou'traged 
women and for the women who ensnared men; the eighth is for 
those'who did not eave their neighbour from death; the tenth 
is for those who cove ted the r i ches of others; the elev enth 
is for the ungrateful men and for those who are burning with 
revenge; the twelfth is for those who, full o f r a ncour ana . 
venom, spre aa discord; "the thirtee?th . is for those w~o aece1vea 
ana fooled p e ople; the fourte ~nth is for t h ose who likea quar-
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reling ana maae others unhappy; the fifteenth is for those who 
enviea the tale nt of others ana carpea at their zeal for gooa; 
the sixteenth is f or t h ose who be i ng gui lty, aia not amena ana 
cursea othe rs in their hea rt." 
The harlots ana briganas are punishea in the aungeon of 
this court; "in this dungeon the r e are short pillars· the 
guilty one is tiea to these with copper chains; he e1te down 
on an iron block, his feet ana hanaa b eing tiea, then w1. th a 
small knife, very sharp, his cheat and belly are openea· the 
heart is torn out wi th a hook; it is cut in pieces and thrown 
to wolve s, dogs ana serpents to be devourea; all this happens 
with most excruciating auffe ring. 11 The followi ng also are 
pun i shed by hav ing ~heir heart torn out: Those who do not be-
lieve in retributions after life, those who lead people away 
f rom good, those who misuse written paper, wh o reveal the 
faults of others, who swear, who burn pious books, who curse 
the b o n 7.e s, who envy g ood men, who level a cemetery, who kill 
ahimals, who make men old., "who impose upon old men, or upon 
we ak workingmen, a work above their strength so tha t, after 
s ome exertion, they become inva lias for life, 11 who do not 
b~ry the corpses of cats and dogs, etc. On the e i ghth day 
of the first moo n the~may r esolve firmly to avoid these sine 
and then escape these torments. 
'rHE SIXTH COURT--It ·is Bi tuatect at the foot of Vfochiao-
shih, towards the North; Pien-Ch'engwang is the ruler of t h is 
court ana its sixtee n dungeons: 11 1. Where culprits kneel down 
on iron filings; 2. f/h ere they are soaked with dung, soiled-
water ana mud; 3. Where they are crushed in a mi l l;~- Where 
their mouth is pricked with neeales; 5. Whe re they are gnawed 
by rats; 6. Where they are n i pped by grass hoppers; 7. Where 
they are flattened under a roller; 8. \'lb.ere they are sawn a-
sunder in halves; 9. Whe r e fire is introducea into the mouth; 
10. Where culprits are burnt by a slow fire made with mul-
berry-tree wood; 11. Where they have to d r ink dung~wat e r; 
12. Where they a re kicked by d nnkeya and tramplea upon by 
horses ; 13. Wher e they are b eaten with iron mallet s; 14. VThere 
they have their head split by sabrecuts; 15. Where they are 
cut in two at the waist; 16. Wher e they are flayed and their 
s kin is stuffea. 11 
The follpwing sins are puni shea in this s i xth c ourt: 
Murmur i ng ~~'<!tl.g Heaven and Earth ; blami ng the wind and 
a busing the rain; hating cold and heat; weep i ng, crying, and 
committing indecency turned towards the Great Bear; st ealing 
copp e~ Budd.has to make money; taking the silve r anct gold out 
of t he statues of t he s h en; taking the names of the sben in 
vain; not burni ng obscene books or pictures; emptyi ng di rty 
water in the rays of sun a na moon; not sweeping cleanly be-
fore the shrine of the shen; carving or del i nea ting upon u-
tensils the s ymbol of the t 'ai-chi (t h is is the symbol which 
represents Chi n ese cosmogony in a nutshell), or the picture 
of stars or the names of the two immortals Ho and Ho,or of 
' 
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the Mother Wang or of the star of Longevity; weaving upon 
pi e ces of silk image s of the shen or designs of the drag ons 
and phoenix. One may escape t his court by firmly resolving, 
on the eighth of the t hi rd moon, not to commit these sins ana 
by pract ising c ontinence on the fourteenth and fifteenth of 
the fifth moon. 
THE SEVEN'l'H COURT--T 1ai-8hanwang presides over this court, 
which is situated under the Great Ocean at the foot of Wochia:o-
shih, towards the Northwest. 11 It contains, as the other sec-
ti ons, sixteen dungeons: 1. The dung eon of r emorse; c. The dun-
g e o n whe re the legs are burnt; 3. Where gashes are cut; 4. 
Where the mouth is fillea up wit h hair; 5. Where the ankles 
are bitten off by dogs; 6. Where the head is loaded with a 
s t one; 7. Vlhe r e the forehead is scalpea; S. Where culprits 
are devoured. by d ogs ; 9. Where the flaye a skin is eat e n away 
by pigs; 10. ~Vhere the body is p e ckea by eag les and vultures; 
11. Where the body is suspended, head. aownwards by means of a 
bow-string fastened to the toes; 12. Where the teeth are pul-
l ed out ; 13. Where the culprits are disembowled; 14. Where 
the b ody is trampled. on by donkeys and bitten by badgers; 15. 
Whe r e the hands are ironed. with hot irons; 16. Where the body 
is plung ed. into a caldron of b oi ling oil. 11 
The se people receive p uni shme nt in this court: Physicians 
who u s e par ts of the human body_ to make remeaies; people who 
violate a tomb; those who spread discord. among the pare nts; 
t hose who sell a g irl(who was r eally brought up at home to be 
mad e a wife) as a slave; slovenly teachers; those who hate 
and. injure superiors; those who cause quarrels; tho se who 
s ti r up troubles by false rumors; those who use liv i ng beings 
for making r e medie s , even though it is d one out of kindness; 
and those who co mmit cannibal ism. 
THE EIGHTH COURT--This court is situated under the Great 
Sea, at the foot of Wochiaoshih, towards the Jest , and is 
w1der the rule of Tu-Shihwang. As usual there are sixteen 
dunBe ons: 11 1. Whe re the body is run over by cars; c. Whe re 
it is shut up in a huge saucepan; 3 . Where it is minced. up; 
4. Where it i s confined in a hole; 5· V/here the tongue is cut 
out; 6. 11'/he re one is plung ed into manure; 7. Where the arms 
and tpe l egs are amputated; 3 . Where boiling oil is poured 
into the mouth; 9. Whe re the bones are burnt; 10. Where the 
bowels are torn out; 11. \1here thee:nternal parts and organs 
are burnt away; 12. Whe re the belly is cut open; lj. ·,.rhere 
the chest is cut open; 14. Where nails are dr iven into the 
top of the head; 15. \"/here one is s'truck by lightni ng; 16. 
Where the body is pricked with steel forks. 
"Those who do not serve, feea ana bury their pare nts, 
who are to them a cause of fear, of ange r, of dissatisfac-
tion and do not amena themse1ves 11 are cast headlong by some 
crue l d e v i ls into the eighth hell where they pass through 
all the dungeons; when c oming b efore the ten~h c ourt, they 
are c hanged into animals. Ho~ever! by certain resolves and 
prayers it is possible to avo id t hi s punishment. 
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THE NINTH OOURT--It is eituatea unaer the Great Ocean 
at the foot of Wochiaoshih, towards the Southwest; P'ing-T~g-
wang is the ruler. 'f e sixteen wards are: 11 1. Where the bones 
a re scrapea; 2 . Wherehthe tenaons are torn; 3. •,Vhere crows ae-
v our the heart and t he liver; 4. Where dogs eat awaj the bowels 
and lungs ; 5. Where the body is scalaea wi th boiling oil ; 6. 
Where the heaa is crushea in an iron ring; 7. Where the brain 
is taken out and. the skull fille d with a heagehog; S. Where 
the head is steamed.; 9. Where oxen gore the bocty with their 
horns; 10. Where it is flattene d. between two planks; 11. Where 
the heart is filled; 12 . Where the body is scalded with boiling 
wa ter; 13 . Where it is stung by wasps; 14. By sco rp ions; 1,. 
Whe re it is bitten by ants; 16. Where snakes bore holes in it." 
One is punished here for: not obeying the laws; being 
guilty of one of t he ten great cr i mes, of arson, of concoct:ing 
abortives or ph i lters, and of painting obscene picture s or 
r e adtng bad books. In this ninth section of hell 11 they are 
t i ed to a hollow brass-pillar, wh ich is rub ued over with grease 
and filled inside with fire ; then the fe e t and. hands are cut; 
the c u lprit is the n r i pped open; h is heart is torn out ana 
pla ced in hie mouth ; it is only when t ho se to whom they aid 
ha rm, are born a gain una.er other forms, that the guilty ones 
are allowed to leave t h is dungeo n and to appear before the 
tenth c ourt where they are changed into beasts. 
At the r ight of t Dis ninth court stands the City of the 
Suicid es , whi c h is a place of torture . 
TH.ti; T.!!;N'£H OOURT--Chuan-Stlnwans pre sides over t h is court 
whi c h is situat ed. at the foot of 17ochiaoshih , toward.a the 
east. The souls of the dead. who pa.ssea. throu g h the previous 
courts are brought here; all souls, both good. ana bad must 
appear here. From here they wi l l be s e nt to the four con-
tinents to become men or animals. .l:!,very living be i ng, whether 
huma.n, animal, insect, etc. , is callea kui aft e r aec tn. In-
fa llib le justice(Reichelt, .21?.· cit., p.-;I, aaya that God is 
ab solute goodness, holiness, ana justice )cte termi nes what form 
the kui mus t have in the reincarnat ion. 11 The living beings 
that were killea ana eaten by men, are allowea to take their 
reve nge for the wr ong s they suff ere a dur i ng the ir former life. 11 
Before entering the new body, all kui are maae to drink 
the tea of ob l ivion so tha t th e y f orget everyt h ing , not being 
able to recall the torffients which took place. Af~ e r drinking 
t his tea they are pushed. i nto a raging torrent of blood-red 
wa t e r wh ich runs to the four cont i nents. They float along 
looking for a mother's womb i nto whi ch they may en~e r. 
l.Javrout, .21?.. cit., p. 402, makes the couunent that there 
is anot her torme nt in this hell which is not me n t ioned: Women 
who bear children or who die at chilabirth are plunge d into 
the Lake of Blood wh e re they have only blood to dr i nk; they 
must suffer there forever without any othe r hope than annihi-
lation at the end of the world. Only the bonze s and taoshih 
have the powe r to save all mothers from this dreadful torment. 
The pri nciple at the bottom of t ~is 9ruel t~ac n ing s hould be a 
shock to any human bein g : mat e rnity l:13_ ~ crimeJ 
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Because of t h is doctrine of metempsychosis, Buda hism can 
teach no doctr i ne of original sin as does Christ i anity. True, 
Buda hism speaks of evil as inhe r ent in man, but t h is doctrine 
is proba bly based on the assumption that desire is sin; and 
since d es ire is i nherent in eve ry human be ing , ev i l likewise 
i s inherent. 
Nor is Buaa hisin _able/to s peak of t h e dest r uctive activ-
ity o.t' the d evil; in fa.ct, t he author found v e ry few re r er-
e nces to the aevil and h i s cohorts. It is the r e t o re impos-
sib le for h im to st a te that the Buda h ist devil s e eks to under-
mine ma.n's allegiance to God. 
• 
An Absolu~e Being, who is absolute ly holy ana just, is 
s p oke n of , but the moral r e sponsibility to th i s Being is not 
a iscuss ea. In reality, it wou ld be impos sib l e to speak of a 
moral r e sponsibility to One who is not your Cre ator. There-
f ore a fundamental differ e nce in the concept of sin bet ween 
Christianity anct Buaahism is that Christianity recognizes sin 
as rebellion against the one true and absolute God who created 
the world, whereas Buddhism does not ev en teach a moral re-
sponsibility to this Goa. By its polyt heism Buddh ism also 
destroys the responsibility to any one Goa. 
The basic concept in the Buctah ist doctrine of sin is 
that i gnorance is the root of all evil--s i nce man is i gnora.nt 
that all t hi ng s in t h is world a re actual i y non-exi s tent, de-
sires stir in his hea rt and cause suffering , for desire is 
sin. But, if it were true tha.t all thing s are non-existent, 
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it would be impossible for desires and suffering to exist. 
Since Buddhism recognizes the fact that they do exist, it 
thereby refutes its fundamental proposition that everyt hing 
is non-existent. The Buaahist ideal of the ces sation of de-
sires is also an impossibility, for Christianity teaches that 
neutrality in religion is a : psychological impossibility--if 
we are not for Chri~t, we are against Him; if we do not love 
the u:>rd our God with all our hea rt, we hat e Him. 
In its dealings with man, Buddhism seems to recognize 
its inconsistent teaching that desire is sin; for its moral 
precept s mention the desire to help one's neighbor as some-
thing meritor i ous. Nor would they go so far as to classify 
the desire to escape punishment and attain Nirvana as a sin. 
Neverthe less, because of this teaching that desire is sin, 
Buddhism is able to ennumerate hundreds of sine, c onvi ncing 
the majority of people that the ir evil deeds outnumber their 
good d~eds.>4 The amount of suffering which they are requiroo. 
to endur e testifies to t his fact. 
It is the Buddhist's wish to be relieved of t h is burden 
of suffering . To t h is end, the Buddhist priests perf orm 
j4. Reichelt,££· cit., pp. 7)f, bring s forth these 
interesting facts: The Chinese believe that there are gods 
who ke ep a record of their good and evil deeds. the whole 
earth is divided into sections, each with its local super-
intendent (usually called 11 t 1u-ti 11 ); images are made of him 
and his fara i ly and are placed in small temples or covered 
altars. Such "ea rth alta.rs 11 and small local temples a.re 
seen all over China in city and country. These local super-
intendents are u~ er a great II official; 11 in the cities they 
are called. "ch'e~huang"(city gods ) and "t i -hua.ng"(district 
gods) in the country. 
-
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masses and c e remonies, pleading the cause of the sin and 
guilt-burdene d p ~op le with the loca l dieties who a ispense 
justice and r e tribution.)5 ~ven t hough the people are de-
scribed as 11 sin and guilt-burdened, 11 we must ke e p in mi nd 
that t heir concept of s i n is d iff e rent from that of the Chri~ 
tians. Bin is more a calamity or misfortune than a morale-
vi1.)6 It is to be erad icated because its existence i s t he 
cause of suf f er i ng. 37 True, if a man's g ood deeas ou t number 
h is evil d eeds or i f he truly s o rrow s ove r hi s s i ns,>g suf-
fe ring can b e avoided; but Buddhism t eaches tha t the ma jor-
ity of frail man's deeds are on the side of e vil. \'ie s ee man 
pictured as t he poor, unfortunat e b eing who is burde n ed with 
a body5 9 wh i ch desire s,and t he r eb y c a u s es s uffe r i ng; frail ae 
he is, he has no ch ance in hi s s t rug g l e a gainst evil, but is 
an et e rnal s l a ve of t he Whe e l of Karma, r ea p ing s uf f e r ing as 
hi s rewa rd. 
Although Buddhi sm does not i gnore the r e lati onship be-
tween sin and suffe r i ng , 11 its major e mphas i s a nd primary c on-
c e rn is s imply on the f a ct of suffe r i ng . 11 40 Buddhism 1 s empha-
35. Re ichelt, .2£.· c i t., _P· 7~· 
j6. Ball, .£2.· cit., p. 5j6 . 
j7. Yang , .£2.· ci t ., p. 1 S5 . 
jS. Reichelt , op. cit., p. j 66, quo t e s a Buadh ist prayer 
of peni t e nce: "All the evil I hav e commit te d in the p ast t i me, 
all the ena le ss sin of wicked de sires, evil plans and vain 
t houghts, all that I have d o ne , spok en or t hough t wron g ly, I 
will t o-day abstain f rom. Al l the sin wh ich has ari s en i n my 
hea rt is now mourne d by the s ame h eart. 1.'lhen the hea rt mo urns 
t he si n i t is t hereby exter mina t ed, 9:nd the who le has become 
a s not hing.~. 
j9. Y~ng , 2.E.· .£ii·, p. 171, calls it "ex c ess b a ggage. 11 
40 . l!?l..E!.·, p . 13?• 
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sis on suffering and its inability to strengthen man in hie 
strug g le a gainst evil have haa the effect of obscur i ng the 
idea of sin and ha ve exert e d a weakening effect on the moral 
nature.41 Th erefore, we may say with S. Wells Williams that 
Buddhi sm has "left its devoiees wi th no sense of s i n a gainst 
any law. 11 4 2 
41. 
42. 
p. 223 . 
Ball, 22,.'cit., P· 5j6. 
s. Welle Williams, The Midale Kingdom, Vol. II, 
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Conclusion 
One may very well ask the question: 11 Which of the se con-
cepts of sin prevai ls among the Chinese? Is it that of Bud-
dhism,Taoism, or Confucianism?" The answering of t his ques-
tion presents many difficulties, for among the people the 
thre e reli g ions are not mutually exclusive. "It is impos-
sible, therefore, to divide the Chinese into three separate 
mutually exclusive churches or relig ious connnunities, as ie 
the ca se, say with Roman Catholics, Greek Catholics," etc. 1 
To deterwi ne what the Chinese really believe is a difficult 
problem; howeve r, s. Wells Williams presents a very f i ne a-
nalysis of the problem in these words: "The want of a well 
-
understood and ack nowl~aged standard of d octri ne, anct the de-
gree of latitude each one allows himself in his observance of 
rites or belief in dogrrias, 2 tends to c o nfuse the inquirer; 
while his own diverse views, his imperfect knowledge, ano. mis-
apprehension of the e !'fect wh ich this tenet or that c e remony 
1. Soothill, ~- cit., p. 1). 
2. Smith, Chinese Charact e ristics, p. jlj, says that 
the Chine s e care little f or distincti ons in doctr i ne s, etc.; 
11 In China polytheism and atheism are but oppos i t e f a c e ts of 
the same die, and are more or less c onsci ously h e ld for true 
by multitudes of educated Chinese, and wi th no sense of con-
tradict ion. Its absolute inctiff e rence to the prof' oundest 
spiritual truths in the nature of man i s the most mela ncholy 
charact e ristic of the Chinese mind, its ready acceptance of 
a body wi thout a soul, of a soul without a ~pirit~ of a s~ir~ 
without life,of a cosmos wi thout a cause, 01 a Universe with-
out a God. 11 
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has upon the heart of the worshipper, contribute still further 
to embarass the subject. This, at least, is the case with the 
Chinese, and n9twithstanding what has been written upon their 
rel i g ion, no one has very s a tisfactorily eluciaated the true 
nature of the ir belief) and the intent of their ritual. The 
reason is owing partly to the indefinite ideas of the people 
themselves upon the character of their ceremonies, anct their 
consequent inability to give a clear notion of them; partly 
also to the variety of observances found in distant parts of 
the country, and the discordant opinions entertained by those 
belonging to the same sect; so that what is seen in one dis-
trict is somet i mes utterly unknown in another province, and 
j. Scarborough, quoted i~ o. H. Ploppe r, Chinese Reli-
~ Seen through the Proverb, pp. ljf, says: 11 To discover 
~ a r e the r e l igi ous s e ntime nts of a people like the Chinese 
is no e a sy matter; but it is not unlikely that we can get 
n earer t he truth by observing what the people say in their 
comrnon talk, than by reading wha t auth ors and sages say in 
books but s e ldom read. 11 
That which 11 the people say 11 is often expressed in pro-
verbs. Bacon, quoted on p. j of this book, says that 11 the 
g en i us, wit and spirit of a nation are aiscoverea i n its pro-
verbs.11 This holds true in a special measure of the Chinese 
language wnich is r ich in proverbs--they are quoted by the 
most learnea scholar and ignorant coolie for every occasion, 
subject, time, place, etc. Many of the proverbs are very old, 
dating from the time of Confucius. 'rhese ancient proverbs are 
held high in the estimation o f the Chinese, for they feel that 
it is wrong to criticize or even change anyth i ng of the past--
11 From time immemorial the highest ideaJ. ot· Chinese thinkers 
has been to bow in modesty and submission to the insuperable 
grandeur of their ancient traditions. Criticism is very meek, 
originality of thought is stranglect ere it can be developed, 
anct any a t tempted progress beyond the old Mast ers appears to 
them as insan1ty, 11 says Paul Ca.rue, who is quoted on p. 3 of 
t h is book. Thus it is not difficult to see that the proverbs 
of the ancients ~hape and. influence public opinion, religion, 
etc. The proverb the ref ore becomes the 11 unwri "tten l~w" {p. 7 
of t h is book) and largely determines the moral c onscience of 
the people. 
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the opinions of one man are laughea at by ano.t her. 11 4- Apply-
ing t h is directly to the Chinese doctr ines of sin, we may 
quite correctly observe that the Chinese regarae as hie 11 1aw 11 
the mores? of his commun1 ty. The tra~sgress ion of t h is II l aw" 
is s i n. But 11 sin11 does not mean an offence against the maj-
esty of the r ighteous and holy Go d who threatens to punish 
each transgress ion with spiritual death, te mporal death, tem-
poral ce.lami ties and misfortunes, ana eternal death. 6 
The Christian missionary, therefore, has a tremendous 
. 
task ah e aa of him in preparing the way for the Gospel of the 
Lora Jesus Christ to ent e r the hearts of the Chinese. May 
Goa grant that each missionary will properly diviae Law and 
Gospel so that all the elect may be gathered from the four 
corners of the earth to sing with a l oud v o ice: "Worthy is 
the Lamb who was slain, to r e ce i v e powe r and wealth and wis-
dom and might ana honor and glory and blessing1 11 7 
4-. Williams, QE· .£1!.·, pp. 19lf. 
5. ''Mores" may be a i finea as fixed customs or folkways 
imbued with an ethical significance; they are customs or con-
vent ions which have the force of law. 
6. Parker, Studies in Chinese Religion, p. 12, says: 
11 Tho ugh the Buddhist stories of Hea':"en and Hell are . fre~ ly 
repeated no Chinaman seriously believes them, nor is hie 
conduct ~ver motivat ed as it is with Christians, by hopes 
and fears of what may ~appen in a future life. 11 
7. Revelation 5:12 , RSV. 
80LI J.J.1!:0 GLORIA 
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